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Abstract 
We characterize the factors that determine who becomes an inventor in America by using de-identified data on 
1.2 million inventors from patent records linked to tax records. We establish three sets of results. First, children 
from high-income (top 1%) families are ten times as likely to become inventors as those from below-median 
income families. There are similarly large gaps by race and gender. Differences in innate ability, as measured by 
test scores in early childhood, explain relatively little of these gaps. Second, exposure to innovation during 
childhood has significant causal effects on children's propensities to become inventors. Growing up in a 
neighborhood or family with a high innovation rate in a specific technology class leads to a higher probability of 
patenting in exactly the same technology class. These exposure effects are gender-specific: girls are more likely 
to become inventors in a particular technology class if they grow up in an area with more female inventors in 
that technology class. Third, the financial returns to inventions are extremely skewed and highly correlated with 
their scientific impact, as measured by citations. Consistent with the importance of exposure effects and contrary 
to standard models of career selection, women and disadvantaged youth are as under-represented among high-
impact inventors as they are among inventors as a whole. We develop a simple model of inventors' careers that 
matches these empirical results. The model implies that increasing exposure to innovation in childhood may 
have larger impacts on innovation than increasing the financial incentives to innovate, for instance by cutting tax 
rates. In particular, there are many “lost Einsteins” - individuals who would have had highly impactful 
inventions had they been exposed to innovation. 
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I Introduction
Innovation is widely viewed as a central driver of economic growth (e.g., Romer 1990, Aghion and
Howitt 1992). As a result, many countries use a variety of policies to spur innovation, ranging from
tax incentives to technical education. One way to understand the effectiveness of such policies is
to study the determinants of who becomes an inventor. What types of people become success-
ful inventors today? What do their experiences teach us about the factors that affect rates of
innovation?
Relatively little is known about the characteristics of inventors because most sources of data
on innovation (e.g., patent records) do not record even basic demographic information, such as an
inventor’s age or gender. In this paper, we present the first comprehensive portrait of inventors in
the United States. Following standard practice in prior work on innovation, we define an “inventor”
as an individual who holds a patent.1 We link data on the universe of patent applications and
grants in the U.S. between 1996 and 2014 to federal income tax returns to construct a panel
dataset covering 1.2 million inventors (patent applicants or recipients). Using this new dataset, we
track inventors’ lives chronologically from birth to adulthood to identify factors that determine who
becomes an inventor and the types of policies that may be most effective in increasing innovation.
In the first part of our empirical analysis, we show that children’s characteristics at birth –
their socioeconomic class, race, and gender – are highly predictive of their propensity to become
inventors. Children born to parents in the top 1% of the income distribution are ten times as likely
to become inventors as those born to families with below-median income.2 Whites are more than
three times as likely to become inventors as blacks. And 82% of 40-year-old inventors today are
men. This gender gap in innovation is shrinking gradually over time, but at the current rate of
convergence, it will take another 118 years to reach gender parity.
Why do rates of innovation vary so sharply based on characteristics at birth? In economic
models, any choice can be traced to three exogenous factors: endowments (e.g., differences in
genetic ability across subgroups), preferences (e.g., a greater taste for pursuing science or a career
1The use of patents as a proxy for innovation has well-known limitations (e.g. Griliches 1990, OECD 2009).
In particular, not all innovations are patented and not all patents are meaningful innovations. We address these
measurement issues by showing that (a) our results hold if we focus on highly-cited (i.e., high-impact) patents and
(b) the mechanisms that lead to the differences in rates of patenting across subgroups that we document are unlikely
to be affected by these concerns.
2This pattern is not unique to innovation: children from high-income families are also substantially more likely to
enter other high-skilled professional occupations and, more generally, reach the upper-tail of the income distribution.
We focus on innovation here because it is thought to have particularly large social spillovers and because focusing on
innovation has methodological advantages in understanding the mechanisms underlying career choice, as we discuss
below.
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with risky returns), or constraints (e.g., a lack of liquidity or opportunities to build human capital).
Since each of these explanations has very different implications for policies that can be used to
increase innovation, we structure most of our analysis around assessing the relative importance of
these three mechanisms.
As a first step, we evaluate whether differences in ability explain these gaps in innovation using
test scores in early childhood as a proxy for ability. We obtain data on test scores from 3rd to
8th grade by linking school district records for 2.5 million children who attended New York City
public schools to the patent and tax records. Math test scores in 3rd grade are highly predictive
of patent rates, but they account for less than one-third of the gap in innovation between children
from high- vs. low-income families.3 This is because children from lower income families are much
less likely to become inventors even conditional on having test scores at the top of their 3rd grade
class. Differences in 3rd grade math scores also explain a small share of the gap in innovation by
race, and virtually none of the gap in innovation by gender.
The gap in innovation explained by test scores grows in later grades, consistent with prior
evidence that test score gaps widen as children progress through school (e.g., Fryer and Levitt 2004,
Fryer 2011). Half of the gap in innovation by parent income can be explained by differences in math
test scores in 8th grade. These results suggest that low-income children start out on relatively even
footing with their higher-income peers in terms of innovation ability, but fall behind over time,
perhaps because of differences in their childhood environment. However, they do not provide
conclusive evidence about the role of environment because test scores are an imperfect measure of
ability. If a child’s ability to innovate is poorly captured by standardized tests, particularly at early
ages, ability could still account for a substantial share of gaps in innovation.4
In the second part of our empirical analysis, we address this issue by studying the impacts of
childhood environment directly. We show that exposure to innovation during childhood through
one’s family or neighborhood has a significant causal effect on a child’s propensity to become an
inventor.5 We establish this result – which we view as the central empirical result of the paper – in
a series of steps. We first show that children who grow up in commuting zones (CZs) with higher
3Test scores in English have no predictive power conditional on test scores in math, suggesting that tests in early
childhood are diagnostic of specific skills that matter for innovation.
4On the other hand, since children from different socioeconomic backgrounds are exposed to different environments
even before they enter school, these calculations could overstate the portion of the gap in innovation that is due to
differences in ability.
5We use the term “exposure to innovation” to mean having contact with someone in the innovation sector, e.g.
through one’s family or neighbors. We do not distinguish between the mechanisms through which such exposure
matters, which could range from specific human capital accumulation to changes in aspirations.
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patent rates are significantly more likely to become inventors, even conditional on the CZ in which
they work in adulthood. We then show this pattern holds not just for whether a child innovates
but also in the technology category in which he or she innovates. For example, among people living
in Boston, those who grew up in Silicon Valley are especially likely to patent in computers, while
those who grew up in Minneapolis – which has many medical device manufacturers – are especially
likely to patent in medical devices. We find similar patterns at the family level: children whose
parents or parents’ colleagues hold patents in a technology class are more likely to patent in exactly
that field themselves.
These patterns of transmission hold even across the 445 narrowly defined technology subclasses
into which patents can be classified. For example, a child whose parents hold a patent in amplifiers
is much more likely to patent in amplifiers himself than in antennas. Moreover, the patterns are
gender-specific: women are much more likely to patent in a specific technology class if female workers
in their childhood CZ were especially likely to patent in that class. Conditional on women’s patent
rates, men’s patent rates have no predictive power for women’s innovation. Conversely, men’s
innovation rates are influenced by male rather than female inventors in their area.
Under the assumption that differences in genetic ability do not generate differences in propen-
sities to innovate across narrow technology classes in a gender-specific manner, this set of results
on patenting by technology class implies that exposure to innovation during childhood has a causal
effect on innovation. Intuitively, as long as genetics do not govern one’s ability to invent an ampli-
fier rather than an antenna in a gender-specific manner, the close alignment between the subfield
in which children innovate and the type of innovation they were exposed to in their families or
neighborhoods must be driven by causal exposure effects. Formally, the sharp variation in rates of
innovation across technology classes and gender subgroups provides a set of overidentifying restric-
tions that allow us to distinguish exposure effects from plausible models of selection in observational
data.
We estimate that moving a child from a CZ that is at the 25th percentile of the distribution
in terms of innovation (e.g., New Orleans, LA) to the 75th percentile (e.g., Austin, TX) would
increase his or her probability of becoming an inventor by at least 17% and potentially as much
as 50%. These exposure effects are consistent with recent evidence documenting neighborhood
exposure effects on earnings, college attendance, and other outcomes (Chetty et al. 2016, Chetty
and Hendren 2017). Neighborhood effects have typically been attributed to factors that affect
general human capital accumulation, such as the quality of local schools or residential segregation.
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Our findings show that, at least in the context of innovation, such mechanisms are unlikely to be
the sole reason that childhood environment matters, as it is implausible that some neighborhoods
prepare children to innovate in one particular technology class such as amplifiers. Rather, they
point to mechanisms such as transmission of specific human capital, mentoring, or networks (e.g.,
through internships) that lead children to pursue certain career paths. Children from low-income
families, minorities, and women are less likely to have such exposure through their families and
neighborhoods, which helps explain why they have significantly lower rates of innovation overall.
For example, our estimates imply that if girls were as exposed to female inventors as boys are to
male inventors in their childhood CZs, the gender gap in innovation would be half as large as it
currently is.
Stepping forward chronologically in studying children’s environments, we next examine how
rates of innovation vary across colleges. Students from low-income and high-income families at the
colleges with the most inventors (e.g., MIT) go on to patent at relatively similar rates, supporting
the view that factors that affect children before they enter the labor market are a key determinant of
who becomes an inventor. For example, liquidity constraints in financing innovation or differences
in risk preferences are unlikely to explain why low-income children innovate at lower rates, as such
explanations would generate differences in rates of innovation even conditional on the college a
child attends.
In the third part of our empirical analysis, we examine inventors’ careers after entering the
labor market, with the aim of understanding how financial incentives affect individuals’ decisions
to become inventors. We find that the financial returns to innovation are highly skewed and
highly correlated with their scientific impact – two key facts which we later show (using a standard
model of career choice) imply that small changes in financial incentives will not affect aggregate
innovation significantly. In particular, the top 1% of inventors obtain more than 22% of total
inventors’ income, implying that the distribution of income among patent-holders is as skewed as
the distribution of income in the population as a whole. Individuals with highly cited patents
have much higher incomes, showing that the private benefits of innovation are correlated with their
scientific impacts.6 The highest-impact patents are most commonly obtained when individuals are
in their mid-forties – well after individuals make career choices – consistent with prior work (e.g.,
Jones et al. 2014). Much of this income is earned in the years before patents are granted, implying
6We follow prior work (e.g., Jaffe et al. 1993) in using patent citations as a proxy for a patent’s scientific impact.
Although citations are an imperfect proxy for impact, they are well correlated with other measures of value, such as
firm’s profits and market valuations (Schere et al. 2000, Hall et al. 2005, Abrams et al. 2013, Kogan et al. 2017).
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that they are not just returns from the patent itself but from associated businesses or salaries.7
Inventors from under-represented groups (women, minorities, and those from low-income fami-
lies) have very similar earnings and citations to other inventors on average. This result challenges
standard models that explain differences in occupational choice by differences in barriers to entry
across subgroups (e.g., Hsieh et al. 2016). Under the assumption that the ability to innovate does not
vary across groups, such “rational sorting” models predict that the individuals from disadvantaged
groups who become inventors will have higher productivity than inventors from more advantaged
backgrounds, since the marginal inventors who are screened out are those with lower potential. In
fact, we find the opposite: inventors from disadvantaged groups do not have higher-impact inno-
vations on average. Put differently, women and disadvantaged youth are just as under-represented
among star inventors as they are among inventors as a whole. This finding is consistent with the
view that exposure is a central determinant of innovation. In particular, a lack of exposure may
prevent some individuals from pursuing a career in innovation even though they would have had
highly impactful innovations had they done so (“lost Einsteins,” as in Celik (2014)).8
We characterize the implications of our empirical findings for policies to increase innovation us-
ing a simple model of career choice in which three factors determine whether an individual pursues
innovation: financial incentives (Roy 1951), barriers to entry (Hsieh et al. 2016), and exposure to
innovation, which is the new element we introduce given our empirical results. We model exposure
as a binary variable: individuals who do not receive exposure to innovation never pursue innovation,
while those who receive exposure decide whether to pursue innovation by maximizing expected life-
time utility. Using this model, we contrast three types of policies to increase innovation: increasing
exposure (e.g., through internships), reducing barriers to entry (e.g., by providing subsidies for
certain subgroups), and increasing private financial returns (e.g., by cutting top income tax rates
on inventors).
The model implies that the potential to increase innovation by reducing barriers to entry or
increasing financial returns is limited, for three reasons. First, such policies only affect the subset of
individuals who have exposure. Second, if the returns to innovation are forecastable at the point of
career choice, such policies would only induce inventors of marginal quality to enter the field rather
7Aghion et al. (2017) and Depalo and Di Addario (2015) document analogous patterns in Finland and Italy. We
focus exclusively on the impacts of patents on inventors’ own earnings; see Van Reenen (1996) and Kline et al. (2017)
for analyses of how innovation affects co-workers wages in the inventor’s firm.
8These results could be explained by a model in which the hurdles that generate barriers to entry (e.g., discrimi-
nation) also reduce an individual’s productivity after entering innovation. Regardless of the underlying explanation,
however, the under-representation of certain groups among star inventors implies that there are “lost Einsteins.”
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than star inventors (Jaimovich and Rebelo 2017). The mean annual income of those with patents
in the top 1% of the citation distribution is more than $1 million between ages 40-50. The decisions
of these star inventors are unlikely to be affected by small changes in financial incentives, making
aggregate quality-weighted innovation relatively insensitive to tax rates. Third, if the returns to
innovation are uncertain at the point of career choice, the elasticity of innovation with respect to
top income tax rates is likely to be small in a standard expected utility model because tax changes
only affect payouts when inventors have very high incomes and low marginal utility.
In contrast, the model implies that increasing exposure can have substantial impacts on quality-
weighted innovation by drawing individuals who produce high-impact inventions into the innovation
pipeline. In particular, increasing exposure to innovation specifically among children who (a) excel
in math and science at early ages and (b) are from under-represented groups can have large returns,
since the gaps in innovation rates by parental income, race, and gender are largest among children
who have very high test scores in early grades.
It is important to keep two caveats in mind when interpreting the conclusions we draw from our
model. First, our analysis focuses exclusively on the decisions of individual inventors. Taxes and
financial incentives could potentially affect innovation through many other channels, for instance
by changing the behavior of firms, other salaried workers who contribute to the innovation process,
or through general equilibrium effects (e.g., Lerner and Wulf 2007, Akcigit et al. 2017). Taxes may
also influence inventors’ behavior on other margins, such as how much effort to supply or where to
locate (Akcigit et al. 2016, Moretti and Wilson 2017), which are distinct from the extensive margin
career choice decisions we focus on here. Second, our analysis does not provide guidance on the
impacts of specific policies to increase exposure to innovation. To facilitate future work evaluating
such policies, we construct a set of publicly available data tables that provide statistics on patent
rates and citations by technology category, parent income group, gender, age, commuting zone, and
college. In addition, we report statistics on inventors’ income distributions by year and citations.
These tables can be used to study a variety of issues, ranging from the impacts of local economic
conditions on rates and types of innovation to how the returns to innovation have changed over
time.
Related Literature. Our results build on and contribute to several literatures. First, our results
relate to the literature on career choice (e.g., Topel and Ward 1992, Hall 2002). Some studies in
this literature have used data on specific occupations – such as medicine and law – to show that
children are particularly likely to pursue their parents’ occupations (e.g., Laband and Lentz 1983,
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Lentz and Laband 1989), but they have not separated causal exposure effects from selection effects
as we do here. While the mechanisms we document may apply to other careers as well, we focus on
innovation because of its importance for economic growth (e.g., Jones and Williams 1999, Bloom
et al. 2013) and because inventors’ earnings exhibit much greater cross-sectional variance than most
other highly skilled professions, leading to differences in the predicted impacts of policies such as
tax changes. In addition, from a methodological perspective, patents have the advantage of being
classified into narrow technological classes, allowing us to identify the causal effects of exposure
and show that exposure matters not just for broad career choices but in a granular, subject-specific
manner.
Second, our results relate to the literature on the misallocation of talent across occupations
(e.g., Murphy et al. 1991, Hsieh et al. 2016). Our analysis does not offer any evidence that talent
is misallocated, but our finding that the allocation of talent to innovation is driven partly by
differences in exposure rather than ability is consistent with the premise of this literature.9 Indeed,
our results raise the possibility that the welfare costs of distortions in the allocation of talent may
be even greater than predicted by models such as Hsieh et al. (2016), since some of the individuals
who fail to pursue innovation due to a lack of exposure are superstars rather than marginal entrants.
More broadly, our findings suggest that improving opportunities for children from low-income or
minority backgrounds (e.g., Heckman 2006, Card and Giulano 2014) could increase not just their
own earnings but also economic growth by improving the allocation of talent.
Third, in the literature on innovation itself, most existing research focuses on the “demand side”
of innovation, such as tax credits for research and development (e.g., Becker 2015). Some authors
have called for greater focus on “supply side” policies that increase the number of inventors instead
(e.g., Goolsbee 1998, Romer 2000). Our study takes a step toward understanding the supply side
of innovation by characterizing the behavior of individual inventors. In doing so, it joins a nascent
body of work studying the origins of inventors that draws primarily upon data from Scandinavian
registries. For example, Aghion et al.’s (2017) recent study of inventors in Finland documents gaps
in innovation by parental background consistent with our results and characterizes the predictive
power of other factors that we do not observe in our data, such as IQ and parental education.10 Our
analysis complements the work of Aghion et al. (2017) and other related studies by (a) identifying
9More precisely, we study the determinants of the allocation of talent across sectors, but do not present any
normative evidence that welfare would be higher if individuals were to choose different occupations.
10Other studies include Giuri et al. (2007), Azoulay et al. (2011), Toivanen and Vaananen (2012), Dorner et al.
(2014), Jung and Ejermo (2014), Lindquist et al. (2015), and Akcigit et al. (2017). A forerunner of this recent work
was a classic study by Schmookler (1957) of 57 inventors.
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different factors that affect innovation, most importantly the causal effect of exposure and (b)
presenting comprehensive data and publicly available statistics on inventors’ origins and careers in
the United States.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the data. Sections III, IV, and V present
our empirical results on inventors’ characteristics at birth, childhood environments, and career
trajectories, respectively. In Section VI, we present the model of inventors’ career choices and
discuss its implications for policies to increase innovation. Section VII concludes. Data tables on
patent rates by subgroup can be downloaded from the Equality of Opportunity Project website.
II Data
In this section, we describe our data sources, define the samples and key variables we use in our
analysis, and present summary statistics.
II.A Data Sources
Patent Records. We obtain information on patents from two sources. First, we use information on
patent grants from a database hosted by Google, which contains the full text of all patents granted
in the U.S. from 1976 to present. We focus on the 1.7 million patents that were granted between
1996 and 2014 to U.S. residents. Second, we use data on 1.6 million patent applications between
2001 and 2012 provided by Strumsky (2014).11
We define an individual as an inventor if he or she is listed as an inventor on a patent application
between 2001-2012 or grant between 1996-2014; for simplicity, we refer to this outcome as “inventing
by 2014” below. Importantly, we include all individuals listed as inventors, not just those assigned
intellectual property rights. In particular, inventors employed by companies are listed as inventors,
while their company is typically listed as the assignee. In addition to inventors’ names, we also
extract information on inventors’ geographic location (city and state) when they filed the patent
and the 3-digit technology class to which the patent belongs, as assigned by the United States
Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO). We classify patents into technology categories using the
classification developed in the NBER Patent Data Project by Hall et al. (2001). We assign each
inventor in our data a single technology class based on the class in which he or she has the most
11In 2001, the U.S. began publishing patent applications (and not just patent grants) 18 months after filing. For
a fee, applicants can choose to have their filing kept secret; 15% of applicants choose to do so. To ensure that this
missing data problem does not generate selection bias, we verify that the results we report below are all robust to
defining inventors purely using patent grants rather than applications.
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patents, breaking ties randomly. We obtain data on the number of times each granted patent was
cited from its issuance date until 2014 from the USPTO’s full-text issuance files.
Tax Records. We use federal income tax records spanning 1996-2012 to obtain information such
as an individual’s gender and age, geographic location, and own and parental income. The tax
records cover all individuals who appear in the Death Master file produced by the Social Security
Administration, which includes all persons in the U.S. with a Social Security Number or Individual
Taxpayer Identification Number (ITIN). The data include both income tax returns (1040 forms)
and third-party information returns (e.g., W-2 forms), which give us information on the earnings
of those who do not file tax returns.
The patent data were linked to the tax data using an inventor’s name, city, and state. In
the tax data, these fields were obtained from the Death Master file, 1040 forms, and third-party
information returns (see Online Appendix A for a complete description of the matching procedure).
88% of individuals who applied for or were granted a patent were successfully linked, with higher
match rates in more recent years since information returns are unavailable prior to 1999.
We evaluate the quality of our matching algorithm by using external data on ages for a subset
of inventors from Jones (2010). The age of the inventor recorded in the Death Master file matches
the age reported in Jones’s dataset in virtually all cases, confirming that our algorithm generates
virtually no false matches. The 12% of inventors who are not matched are individuals with common
names that are difficult to link to unique records (e.g., “John Smith”), individuals with spelling
errors in their names or addresses, or individuals who listed different addresses on their patent
applications and tax forms. The observable characteristics (in the patent data) of unmatched
inventors are very similar to those of those of matched inventors, suggesting that the individuals
we match are representative of inventors in the U.S.
New York City School District Records. We use data from the New York City (NYC) school
district to obtain information on test scores in childhood for the subset of individuals who attended
New York City public schools. These data span the school years 1988-1989 through 2008-2009
and cover roughly 2.5 million children in grades 3-8. Test scores are available for English language
arts and math for students in grades 3-8 in every year from the spring of 1989 to 2009, with the
exception of 7th grade English scores in 2002. These data were linked to the tax data by Chetty
et al. (2014a) with an 89% match rate, and we use their linked data directly in our analysis.
After these three databases were linked, the data were de-identified (i.e., individual identifiers
were removed) and the analysis was conducted using the de-identified dataset.
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II.B Sample Definitions
We use three different samples in our empirical analysis: full inventors, intergenerational, and New
York City schools.
Full Inventors Sample. Our first analysis sample consists of all inventors (individuals with patent
grants or applications) who were successfully linked to the tax data. There are approximately 1.2
million individuals in this sample. This sample is structured as a panel from 1996 to 2012, with
data in each year on individual’s incomes, patents, and other variables. We use this sample to
analyze inventors’ labor market careers in Section V.
Intergenerational Sample. Much of our empirical analysis compares inventors to non-inventors in
terms of characteristics at birth (Section III) and childhood environment (Section IV). To measure
conditions at birth and childhood location, we must link individuals to their parents. To do so, we
use the sample constructed by Chetty et al. (2014b) to study intergenerational mobility, focusing
on all children in the tax data who (1) were born in the 1980-84 birth cohorts, (2) can be linked to
parents, and (3) were U.S. citizens as of 2013. Chetty et al. (2014b, Appendix A) describe how this
intergenerational sample is constructed starting from the raw tax data; here, we briefly summarize
its key features.
We define a child’s parents as the first tax filers between 1996 and 2012 to claim the child as a
dependent and were between the ages of 15 and 40 when the child was born. Since children begin to
leave the household after age 16, the earliest birth cohort that we can reliably link to parents is the
1980 birth cohort (who are 16 in 1996, when our data begin). Children are assigned parent(s) based
on the first tax return on which they are claimed, regardless of subsequent changes in the parents’
marital status or dependent claiming. Although parents who never file a tax return cannot be linked
to children, we still identify parents for more than 90% of children, as the vast majority of children
are claimed at some point because of the tax benefits of claiming children. We restrict the sample
to children who are citizens in 2013 to exclude individuals who are likely to have immigrated to the
U.S. as adults, for whom we cannot measure parent income. We cannot directly restrict the sample
to individuals born in the U.S. because the database only records current citizenship status.12
Since few individuals patent in or before their early twenties, we focus on individuals in the
1980-84 birth cohorts, who are between the ages of 28-32 in 2012, the last year of our data. There
12In addition, we limit the sample to parents with positive income (excluding 1.5% of children) because parents
who file a tax return – as is required to link them to a child – yet have zero income are unlikely to be representative of
individuals with zero income while those with negative income typically have large capital losses, which are a proxy
for having significant wealth.
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are 16.4 million individuals in our primary intergenerational analysis sample, of whom 34,973 are
inventors. To assess whether our results are biased by focusing on innovation at relatively early
ages (by age 32), we also examine a set of older cohorts using data from Statistics of Income (SOI)
cross-sections, which provide 0.1% stratified random samples of tax returns prior to 1996. The SOI
cross-sections provide identifiers for dependents claimed on tax forms starting in 1987, allowing us
to link parents to children back to the 1971 birth cohort (Chetty et al. 2014b, Appendix A). There
are approximately 11,000 individuals, of whom 131 are inventors, in the 1971-72 birth cohorts in
the SOI sample that we use to study innovation rates up to age 40.
New York City Schools Sample. When analyzing whether test scores explain differences in rates
of innovation (Section III), we focus on the sample of children in the NYC public schools data
linked to the tax data. We also use this sample when analyzing differences in innovation rates by
race and ethnicity, as race and ethnicity are only observed in the school district data. We focus on
children in the 1979-1985 birth cohorts for the test score analysis because the earliest birth cohort
observed in the NYC data is 1979. As in Chetty et al. (2014a), we exclude students who are in
classrooms where more than 25% of students are receiving special education services and students
receiving instruction at home or in a hospital. There are approximately 430,000 children in our
NYC schools analysis sample, of whom 452 are inventors.
II.C Variable Definitions and Summary Statistics
In this subsection, we define the key variables we use in our analysis and present summary statistics.
We measure all monetary variables in 2012 dollars, adjusting for inflation using the consumer price
index (CPI-U).
Income. We use two concepts to measure individuals’ incomes: wage earnings and total income.
Wage earnings are total earnings reported on an individual’s W-2 forms. wage earnings as well as
self-employment income and capital income. Total income is defined for tax filers as Adjusted
Gross Income (as reported on the 1040 tax return) plus tax-exempt interest income and the non-
taxable portion of Social Security and Disability benefits minus the spouse’s W-2 wage earnings
(for married filers). Total income includes For non-filers, total income is defined as wage earnings.
Individuals who do not file a tax return and who have no W-2 forms are assigned an income of
zero.13 Because the database does not record W-2’s and other information returns prior to 1999, we
cannot reliably measure individual earnings prior to that year, and therefore measure individuals’
13Importantly, these observations are true zeros rather than missing data. Because the database covers all tax
records, we know that these individuals have no taxable income.
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incomes only starting in 1999. Income is measured prior to the deduction of individual income
taxes and employee-level payroll taxes.
Parents’ Incomes. Following Chetty et al. (2014b), we measure parent income as total pre-tax
income at the household level. In years where a parent files a tax return, we define family income
as Adjusted Gross Income (as reported on the 1040 tax return) plus tax-exempt interest income
and the non-taxable portion of Social Security and Disability benefits. In years where a parent does
not file a tax return, we define family income as the sum of wage earnings (reported on form W-2),
unemployment benefits (reported on form 1099-G), and gross social security and disability benefits
(reported on form SSA-1099) for both parents.14 In years where parents have no tax return and
no information returns, family income is coded as zero. As in Chetty et al. (2014b), we average
parents’ family income over the five years from 1996 to 2000 to obtain a proxy for parent lifetime
income that is less affected by transitory fluctuations. We use the earliest years in our sample to
best reflect the economic resources of parents while the children in our sample are growing up.
Geographic Location. In each year, individuals are assigned ZIP codes of residence based on
the ZIP code from which they filed their tax return. If an individual does not file in a given year,
we search W-2 forms for a payee ZIP code in that year. Non-filers with no information returns
are assigned missing ZIP codes. We map ZIP codes to counties and CZs using the crosswalks and
methods described in Chetty et al. (2014b, Appendix A). For children whose parents were married
when they were first claimed as dependents, we always track the mother’s location if marital status
changes.
College Attendance. Chetty et al. (2017) construct a roster of attendance at all colleges in the
U.S. from 1999-2013 by combining information from IRS Form 1098-T, an information return filed
by colleges on behalf of each of their students to report tuition payments, with Pell Grant records
from the Department of Education.15 We assign each child in the intergenerational sample to the
college he or she attends (if any) for the most years between ages 19-22. See Chetty et al. (2017,
Appendix B) for further details on how colleges are identified.
Test Scores. We obtain data on standardized test scores directly from the New York City school
district database. The tests were administered at the New York City school district level during
14Since we do not have W-2’s prior to 1999, parent income is coded as 0 prior to 1999 for non-filers. Assigning
non-filing parents 0 income has little impact on our estimates because only 3.1% of parents in the full analysis sample
do not file in each year prior to 1999 and most non-filers have very low W-2 income (Chetty et al. 2014b). For
instance, in 2000, the median W-2 income among non-filers in our baseline analysis sample was $0.
15All institutions qualifying for federal financial aid under Title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 must file
a 1098-T form in each calendar year for any student that pays tuition. The Pell Grant records are used to identify
students who pay no tuition.
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the period we study. Following Chetty et al. (2014a), we normalize the official scale scores from
each exam (math and English) to have mean zero and standard deviation one by year and grade
to account for changes in the tests across school years.
Summary Statistics. Table I presents descriptive statistics for the three analysis samples de-
scribed above. Column 1 presents statistics for the full inventors sample; columns 2 and 3 consider
inventors and non-inventors in the intergenerational sample; and columns 4 and 5 consider inventors
and non-inventors in the NYC schools sample.
In the full inventors sample, the median number of patent applications between 1996-2012 is 1
and the median number of citations per inventor is also only 1. But these distributions are very
skewed: the standard deviations of the number of patent applications and citations are 11.1 and
118.1, respectively. Inventors have median annual wage earnings of $83,000 and total income of
$100,000. Again, these distributions are very skewed, with large standard deviations and mean
incomes well above the medians. The mean age of inventors is 44 and 13% of inventors in the
sample are women.
The intergenerational and NYC school samples have younger individuals because they are re-
stricted to more recent birth cohorts. As a result, inventors in these subsamples have lower median
incomes, patent applications, and citations than in the full sample.
III Inventors’ Characteristics at Birth
In this section, we study how rates of innovation differ along three key dimensions determined at
birth: parental income, race, and gender. We first document gaps in rates of innovation and then
use test score data to assess the extent to which these gaps can be explained by differences in
ability.
III.A Gaps in Innovation by Characteristics at Birth
Parental Income. Figure Ia plots the fraction of children who invent by 2014 vs. their parents’ in-
come percentile using our intergenerational analysis sample (children in the 1980-84 birth cohorts).
We assign parents percentile ranks by ranking them based on their mean household income from
1996 to 2000 relative to other parents with children in the same birth cohort. Children from higher-
income families are significantly more likely to become inventors. 8 out of 1,000 children born to
parents in the top 1% of the income distribution become inventors, 10 times higher than the rate
among those with below-median-income parents. The relationship is steeply upward sloping even
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among high-income families: rates of innovation rise by 22% between the 95th and 99th percentile
of the parental income distribution. This pattern suggests that liquidity constraints or differences
in resources are unlikely to fully explain why parent income matters, as liquidity constraints are less
likely to bind at higher income levels and resources presunably have diminishing marginal returns.
Figure Ib shows that the probability a child has highly-cited patents – defined as having total
citations in the top 5% of his or her cohort’s distribution – has a very similar relationship to
parental income. Hence, the relationship between patenting and parent income is not simply
driven by children from high-income families filing low-value or defensive patents at higher rates.
The pattern in Figure I also remains robust at older ages, allaying the concern that children from
higher-income families may simply patent earlier than those from low-income families. In particular,
using the Statistics of Income 0.1% sample, we find that the relationship between rates of innovation
between ages 30 and 40 and parental income remains qualitatively similar (Online Appendix Figure
Ia). Defining inventors purely on the basis of patent grants or patent applications also yields similar
results (Online Appendix Figure Ib).
The relationship between innovation and parental income is representative of the relationship
between achieving professional success and parental income more generally. Children’s propensities
to reach the upper tail of the income distribution have a similarly convex and sharply increasing
relationship with parental income (Online Appendix Figure II). For instance, children with parents
in the top 1% of the parent income distribution are 27 times more likely to reach the top 1% of
their birth cohort’s income distribution and 10.6 times more likely to reach the top 5% of their
cohort’s income distribution than those born to parents below the median. As discussed in the
introduction, we focus on innovation here (rather than professional success in general) because of
innovation’s relevance for economic growth, its unique risk profile, and its advantages in charac-
terizing mechanisms more precisely. However, the results and mechanisms we establish here may
apply to other careers beyond innovation.
Race and Ethnicity. Next, we turn to gaps in innovation by race and ethnicity. Since we do
not observe race or ethnicity in the tax data, we use the New York City school district sample
for this analysis. The first set of bars in Figure II shows the fraction of children who patent by
2014 among white non-Hispanic, Black non-Hispanic, Hispanic, and Asian children. 1.6 per 1,000
white children and 3.3 per 1,000 Asian children who attend NYC public schools between grades
3-8 become inventors. These rates are considerably higher than those of Black children (0.5) and
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Hispanics (0.2), consistent with evidence from Cook and Kongcharoen (2010).16
Since there are significant differences in parental income by race and ethnicity, the raw gaps
across race and ethnicity partly reflect the income gradient shown in Figure I. To separate these
two margins, we control for differences in income by non-parametrically reweighting the parental
income distributions of Blacks, Hispanics, and Asians to match that of whites in the NYC sample,
following the methodology of DiNardo et al. (1996). We divide the parental income distribution
of children in the NYC sample into ventiles (20 bins) and compute mean patent rates across the
20 bins for each racial/ethnic group, weighting each bin by the fraction of white children whose
parents fall in that income bin (i.e., integrating over the income distribution for whites).
The second set of bars in Figure II plot the resulting innovation rates, which can be interpreted
as the innovation rates that would prevail for each group if it had the same income distribution as
whites. Adjusting for income differences does not eliminate the racial and ethnic gaps, but changes
their magnitudes. The Black-white gap falls by a factor of 2 (from 1.1/1000 to 0.6/1000). The
white-Asian gap widens from 1.7/1000 to 2.6/1000 when we reweight by income, as Asian parents
in NYC public schools have lower incomes on average than white parents. The Hispanic-white gap
remains essentially unchanged.
Gender. Finally, we examine gaps in innovation by gender. Since gender is recorded in the tax
data for all individuals in the population, we use the full inventors sample for this analysis. The
advantage of doing so is that we can examine gender differences in rates of innovation not just for
those born in the 1980s as in our intergenerational sample, but for older cohorts as well.
Figure III plots the fraction of female inventors – individuals who applied for or were granted
a patent between 1996 and 2014 – by birth cohort.17 Consistent with prior work (Thursby and
Thursby 2005, Ding et al. 2006, Hunt 2009, Kahn and Ginther 2017), we find substantial gender
differences in innovation for those in the prime of their careers today; for instance, 18% of inventors
born in 1980 are female. What is less well known from prior work is the rate at which this gap
16The innovation rates are lower than those in Figure Ia because NYC public schools have predominantly low-
income students, with more than 75% of students from families with incomes below the national median. NYC public
schools also have a much larger share of minorities than the U.S. population: 19.5% of the children in our NYC
sample are white, 9.6% are Asian, 33.7% are Hispanic, and 36.0% are Black. Although we cannot be sure that the
racial patterns within the NYC schools hold nationally, we do find that the relationship between parental income
and innovation in the NYC sample is very similar to the national pattern in Figure Ia, suggesting that it provides
representative evidence at least on the socioeconomic dimension (Online Appendix Figure Ic).
17Because we examine patenting in a fixed time window, we measure patent rates at different ages for different
cohorts, ranging from ages 56-72 for the 1940 cohort to ages 16-32 for the 1980 cohort. This approach yields consistent
estimates of the gender gap across cohorts if gender differences in patenting do not vary by age. While we cannot
evaluate the validity of this assumption across all cohorts, examining patent rates at a fixed age (e.g., age 40) over
the 17 cohorts we can analyze yields similar results (not reported).
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is changing over time. Figure III shows that the fraction of female inventors was only 7% in the
1940 cohort and has risen monotonically and linearly over time. However, the rate of convergence
is slow: a 0.27 percentage point (pp) increase in the fraction of female inventors per cohort on
average, based on a linear regression. At this rate, it will take another 118 years to reach gender
parity in innovation.
III.B Do Differences in Ability Explain the Gaps in Innovation?
Why do rates of innovation vary so widely across individuals with different characteristics at birth?
In economic models, any choice can be traced to three exogenous factors: endowments (e.g., differ-
ences in ability), preferences (e.g., tastes for risk), or constraints (e.g., a lack of liquidity). In this
subsection, we take a step toward evaluating the first of these factors – innate ability – by using
data on childhood test scores for children in our New York City schools sample. Although students
who attend New York City public schools are a selected subgroup, differences in innovation rates
by parental income (Online Appendix Figure Ic) and gender (Table I) are very similar in the NYC
school district sample as in the full intergenerational sample. We consider whether test scores
explain the gap in innovation within the NYC sample by income, race, and gender in turn.
Parental Income. In Table IIa, we estimate the fraction of the gap in innovation by parental
income that can be explained by math test scores in 3rd grade (the first grade we observe in the
NYC data).18 We define “high-income” children as children with parents in the top income quintile
within the NYC sample, placing all others in the “lower-income” category; using other thresholds
to divide the two groups yields similar results. We focus on math test scores because scores in
English do not predict innovation rates conditional on math scores (Online Appendix Table I).19
The first row of Table II shows that 1.93 out of 1,000 children from top-quintile families born
between 1979-85 invent by 2014, as compared with 0.52 out of 1,000 children from lower-income
families. The raw gap in innovation across these income groups is thus 1.41 inventors per 1,000
children. In the second row, we reweight the test scores of the lower-income students to match
those of children from high income families, following the methodology of DiNardo et al. (1996) as
in our analysis of income and race above. We divide the 3rd grade math test score distribution of
18Of course, 3rd grade test scores are not a pure measure of intrinsic ability, as children from different socioeconomic
backgrounds are exposed to different environments even before 3rd grade. Nevertheless, we show that 3rd grade test
scores can provide informative bounds on the extent to which innovation gaps are driven by ability, particularly when
compared with test scores in later grades.
19The same is not true for success on other dimensions: for instance, both math and English scores are predictive
of the probability that a child reaches the top 1% of the income distribution (Online Appendix Table I).
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children in the NYC sample into ventiles (20 bins) and compute mean patent rates across the 20
bins for the lower-income group, weighting each bin by the fraction of high-income children with
test scores in that bin. The second row of Table II shows that children from lower-income families
would have a patent rate of 0.96 per 1,000 (rather than 0.52) if they had the same test scores
as children from high-income families. The patent rate rises because children from high-income
families have higher test scores in 3rd grade; for instance, children from the top income quintile
score 0.65 SD higher on average than children from lower quintiles (Online Appendix Figure IIIa).
However, these differences in test scores explain less than 1/3 of the raw gap in innovation, as the
gap remains at 0.97 per 1,000 even after adjusting for differences in test scores, as shown in column
3 of Table II.
Figure IVa illustrates why test scores fail to fully explain the gap in innovation by plotting
innovation rates vs. test scores for children with parents in the top quintile (circles) and those
with lower-income parents (triangles). Each point in this figure shows the fraction of inventors
within a ventile of the test score distribution. In high-income families, children who score highly on
3rd grade math tests are much more likely to become inventors than those with lower test scores.
By contrast, in lower-income families, children with higher test scores do not have much higher
innovation rates. As a result, among students with test scores in the top 5% of the distribution,
those from high-income families are more than twice as likely to become inventors as those from
lower-income families. This result suggests that becoming an inventor in America relies on two
traits: having high ability (as proxied for by test scores early in childhood) and being born into a
high-income family.
To obtain further insight into the role of ability, we repeat the preceding analysis using test
scores in later grades. Figure V plots the fraction of the raw gap in innovation that is explained by
math test scores in each grade from grades 3-8. As children get older, test scores account for more
of the gap in innovation by parental income. By 8th grade, 48% of the gap can be explained by
differences in test scores, significantly higher than the 31% in 3rd grade. Based on a linear regression
across the six grades in which we observe scores, we estimate that on average an additional 3.2
percentage points of the gap is explained by test scores each year (p < 0.01).20
Extrapolating linearly back to birth, our estimates imply that only 5.7% of the gap in innovation
would be explained by test scores (ability) at birth. Conversely, test scores at the end of high school
20This result is robust to a variety of alternative specification choices, including using a balanced panel of children
across the grades, splitting the sample at the median instead of the 80th percentile of parental income, and controlling
for test scores using regressions instead of reweighting (not reported).
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would explain 60.1% of the gap. These results suggest that low-income children start out on even
footing with their higher-income peers in terms of ability, but fall steadily behind as they progress
through school. Indeed, we show below that conditional on the college that children attend, the
gap is innovation by parent income is one-tenth as large as the raw gap shown in Figure I.
Race and Ethnicity. We use an analogous reweighting approach to estimate how much of the
racial gaps in innovation can be accounted for by test scores. The third set of bars in Figure II show
the innovation rates that would prevail if all children had 3rd grade math test scores comparable
to those of whites. The gaps shrink modestly, showing that test scores explain very little of the
racial gaps in innovation. For example, the Black-white gap shrinks from 1.1 to 1.0, a change of
less than 10%, while the Asian-white gap falls by 9%. Figure IVb illustrates why this is the case by
plotting patent rates vs. test scores by race and ethnicity. Even conditional on test scores, whites
and Asians are substantially more likely to become inventors than Blacks and Hispanics. Very few
of even the highest-scoring Black and Hispanic children pursue innovation.
Replicating the reweighting analysis by grade, we find that test scores in later grades explain
more of the racial gaps in innovation, consistent with the patterns for income. For instance, 51%
of the gap in patent rates between Asians and other racial and ethnic groups can be explained by
8th grade test scores.
Gender. Finally, we conduct an analogous exercise for gender, reweighting girls’ test scores
to match that of boys. Math test scores in 3rd grade account for only 2.4% of the difference
in innovation rates between males and females (Online Appendix Table II). This is because the
distribution of math test scores for boys and girls is extremely similar in 3rd grade (Online Appendix
Figure IIIb). Similar to the patterns by race and parental income, high-scoring girls are much less
likely to become inventors than high-scoring boys (Figure IVc).
Even in 8th grade, test scores account for only 8.5% of the gender gap in innovation. One
explanation for why the gender gap in test scores expands less across grades than racial and class
gaps is that boys and girls attend similar schools and grow up in similar neighborhoods, whereas
children with different parental income and racial backgrounds do not.
Overall, the results in this section are consistent with evidence from other domains that dis-
parities in ability are small at birth and expand gradually over time (e.g., Fryer and Levitt 2006,
Fryer 2011). One explanation for these patterns is that differences in childhood environment – e.g.,
in the quality of schools or the degree of exposure to science and innovation – affect the amount
students learn or the amount of time they study. However, as noted in prior work, one must be
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cautious in attributing these results to environmental differences. If tests at later ages are more
effective at capturing intrinsic ability, one may find the patterns across grades documented above
even in the absence of differences in childhood environment. In light of this limitation, we directly
examine the causal effects of childhood environment in the next section.
IV Childhood Environment and Exposure to Innovation
In this section, we study how differences in a child’s environment prior to entering the labor market
affect rates of innovation. We first characterize the effects of a child’s family and neighborhood,
showing in particular that exposure to innovation has a significant causal effect on a child’s propen-
sity to innovate. We then examine how rates of innovation vary within and across colleges, which
sheds further light on the importance of pre-labor-market factors.
IV.A Parents
To characterize the role that children’s parents play in shaping their decision to pursue innovation,
we begin by asking whether children whose fathers are inventors are more likely to become inventors
themselves.21 In our intergenerational analysis sample (children in the 1980-84 birth cohorts), 2.0
out of 1,000 children whose parents were not inventors become inventors by 2014. In contrast, 18.0
per 1,000 children of inventors become inventors themselves – a nine-fold difference.22 This pattern
holds even conditional on parental income, across the parent income distribution (not reported).
The intergenerational persistence of innovation could be driven by the genetic transmission of
ability to innovate across generations or by an exposure effect – the environmental effect of growing
up in a family of innovators, holding one’s intrinsic ability fixed. These exposure effects could reflect
the accumulation of specific human capital, changes in preferences, or simply increased awareness
about innovation as a career pathway.
We distinguish between intrinsic ability and exposure effects by exploiting variation in the
specific technology class in which a child innovates. Based on the USPTO’s classification system,
patents can be grouped into seven broad categories (chemicals, computers and communications,
21We focus on fathers here because the vast majority of inventors, particularly in older generations, are male (Figure
III). We examine the role of female inventors in the context of neighborhood differences, where we have greater power,
in section IV.B below. We define a father as an inventor if he applied for a patent between 2001-2012 or was granted
a patent between 1996-2014, analogous to the definition for children.
22Part of this association reflects the fact that children and their fathers sometimes are co-inventors on the same
patent. However, this is relatively rare: 13.7 out of 1,000 children of inventors file patents on which their parent
is not a co-inventor, still far higher than the rate for non-inventors. Additionally, our measure of parental inventor
status suffers from measurement error because we do not observe parents’ patents prior to 1996 in our data, likely
attenuating our estimate of the difference.
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drugs and medical, electrical and electronic, mechanical, design and plant, and other). Within these
categories, patents are further classified into 37 sub-categories and 445 specific technology classes.
These technology classes are very narrow: for instance, within the communications category, there
are separate classes for modulators, demodulators, and oscillators; within the resins subcategory,
there are separate classes for synthetic and natural resins.
We isolate the causal effects of exposure by analyzing whether children are particularly likely to
patent in the same technology classes as their parents. The idea underlying our research design is
that genetic differences in ability are unlikely to lead to differences in propensities to innovate across
similar, narrowly-defined technology classes. For instance, a child is unlikely to have a gene that
codes specifically for ability to invent in modulators rather than oscillators. Under this assumption,
the degree of alignment between the specific technology classes in which children and their parents
innovate can be used to estimate causal exposure effects.
Implementing this research design requires a metric for the degree of similarity between technol-
ogy classes. We define the distance between two technology classes A and B based on the share of
inventors in class A who also invent in class B; the higher the share of common inventors, the lower
the distance between A and B. Online Appendix Table III gives an example that illustrates this
distance metric by showing the technology classes that are closest to technology class 375, “pulse
or digital communications.” Pulse or digital communications has a distance of zero with itself by
definition. Inventors who had a patent in pulse or digital communications were most likely to have
another patent in demodulators, which is therefore assigned an ordinal distance of d = 1 from the
pulse and digital communications class. The next closest class is modulators (d = 2), and so on.
Figure VIa plots the fraction of children who patent in a technology class d units away from their
father’s technology class, among children of inventors in our intergenerational sample.23 Nearly 1
in 1,000 children patent in exactly the same technology class as their father (d = 0). In contrast,
the probability of inventing in the next closest technology class (with distance d = 1) is less than
0.2 per 1,000, an estimate that is significantly different from the value at d = 0 with p < 0.01. The
child’s probability of inventing in a given class then falls gradually as d rises, although the gradient
is relatively flat compared to the jump between d = 0 and d = 1.
The jump in innovation rates at d = 0 suggests that part of the reason that children of inven-
tors are more likely to become inventors themselves is due to exposure to innovation rather than
23Children or fathers who patent in multiple technology classes are assigned the technology class in which they
patent most frequently. We omit observations where a child and his or her father are co-inventors on the same patent
to eliminate mechanical effects on the rate of patenting in the same class.
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differences in innate ability. To formalize the identification assumption underlying this conclusion,
let eic ∈ {0, 1} represent an indicator for whether child i′s father has a patent in technology class
c (i.e., if child i is “exposed” to innovation in class c) and αic represent the child’s intrinsic ability
to innovate in class c. Suppose that child i patents in technology class c if αic + βeic > 0. Our
identification assumption is that:
lim
d→0
Cov(αi,c − αi,c+d, ei,c − ei,c+d) = 0. (1)
Equation (1) requires that an individual’s intrinsic ability to innovate in a technology class does
not covary with whether his father innovates in that particular technology class among technology
classes that are very similar. Under this assumption, we can identify the causal effects of exposure
(β) even though ability is correlated with exposure (Cov(eic, αic) > 0) by analyzing how a child’s
propensity to innovate in a given technology class varies with the distance between that class and
the class in which his parents patented. In particular, the jump in rates of innovation at d = 0
in Figure VI cannot be generated by differences in ability under the assumption in (1) and must
therefore be driven by the causal effect of exposure.24
Interpreting the difference in innovation rates between technology class d = 0 and d = 1 as purely
driven by exposure, we infer that having a parent who is an inventor increases a child’s probability
of being an inventor by at least 0.078 pp through exposure effects.25 Given the mean invention rate
of 0.21 pp in the intergenerational sample, this result implies that exposure to innovation through
one’s parents increases innovation by at least 35%. This calculation is conservative because it
only attributes innovation within the same class to exposure effects. If exposure has more diffuse
impacts across technology classes – as is likely the case – the total impact of exposure to a parental
inventor could be considerably larger. For instance, replicating the analysis in Figure VIa at the
patent sub-category level instead of the class level, we find that children are 0.2 pp more likely to
invent in the same sub-category as their father than the next closest sub-category. If this increase
is entirely due to exposure (i.e., if intrinsic ability to innovate does not vary sharply across similar
sub-categories), then exposure to a parental inventor doubles the probability that a child becomes
24Equation (1) is a convenient way to conceptualize our research design, but we cannot literally take the limit as
d→ 0 because of the discreteness of technology classes. In practice, we effectively assume that Cov(αi,c−αi,c+1, ei,c−
ei,c+1) = 0, i.e. that a child’s ability to invent in a technology class does not covary with parental exposure across
two adjacent classes.
25If patent frequencies vary substantially across technology classes, patent rates could vary between the d = 0 and
d = 1 groups for mechanical reasons unrelated to exposure, effectively because (1) would be violated by differences
in the size of technology classes. To gauge the extent of such mechanical biases, we verify that there is essentially no
change in patent rates from d = 0 to d = 1 in placebo tests where children were randomly reassigned fathers (not
reported).
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an inventor.
In sum, exposure to innovation in one’s family substantially increases the likelihood that a
child pursues innovation.26 Although this result is useful in establishing that exposure matters,
replicating the level of exposure one obtains through one’s parents is likely to be challenging from
a policy perspective. Moreover, parents are only one of many potential sources through which
children may acquire knowledge about careers in innovation. We therefore turn to two broader
sources of exposure outside one’s immediate family: parents’ colleagues and residential neighbors.
IV.B Parents’ Colleagues
In this subsection, we examine how exposure to innovation through parents’ colleagues affects a
child’s propensity to become an inventor. To do so, we first assign each father in our intergenera-
tional sample an industry based on the six-digit NAICS code of his most frequent employer between
1999-2012.27 We then measure the patent rate among workers in the father’s industry – whom we
term the father’s “colleagues” – as the average number of patents issued to individuals in that
industry per year (between 1996-2012) divided by the average number of workers in that industry
per year based on counts of W-2 forms in the tax data. To ensure that we do not capture the
effects of parental exposure itself, we drop children whose own parents were inventors throughout
the remainder of this section.
In column 1 of Table III, we regress the fraction of children who become inventors among those
with fathers in a given industry on patent rates for workers in that industry. This regression has
one observation for each of the 345 industries and is weighted by the number of fathers in each
industry.28 The estimate of 0.250 (s.e. = 0.028) implies that a 1 percentage point increase in the
patent rate among a father’s colleagues is associated with a 0.25 percentage point increase in the
probability that a child becomes an inventor. This estimate implies that a one standard deviation
(0.24 pp) increase in the fraction of inventors in the father’s industry is associated with a 25.3%
increase in children’s innovation rates.
The association in column 1 of Table III could reflect either the causal effect of exposure to
26This result is consistent with Aghion et al.’s (2017) finding that parental education is highly predictive of a
child’s propensity to innovate even conditional on parental income: children with more educated parents may be
more exposed to science and innovation.
27For individuals receiving W-2s from multiple firms in a given year, we define the employer in that year to be the
firm that issued the W-2 with the highest salary. We exclude fathers working in industries with fewer than 50,000
individuals (5% of fathers), as patent rates are measured imprecisely for these industries.
28This regression is equivalent to regressing an indicator for whether a child is an inventor on the rate of innovation
in his or her father’s industry in a dataset with one observation per child, clustering standard errors by industry,
because the innovation rate (the right hand side variable) does not vary within industries.
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innovation through a parents’ colleagues or a correlation with other unobservables, such as a child’s
own intrinsic ability to innovate. As above, we isolate exposure effects by testing whether children
are more likely to innovate in exactly the same technology classes as their parents’ colleagues. Using
the same measure of distance d between technology classes defined in Section IV.A, we estimate
OLS regressions of the form:
ycj = κc + bdPc+d,j + εcj , (2)
where ycj denotes the patent rate in technology class c of children with fathers who work in industry
j, Pc+d,j denotes the patent rate in the class c+ d among workers in industry j, and κc represents
a class-specific intercept. We estimate these regressions at the industry by technology class level,
weighting by the number of children with fathers in each industry. We include class fixed effects
(κc) to account for the variation in size across classes and identify bd from variation across industries
in class-specific patent rates.
Figure VIb plots estimates from regressions analogous to (2). Each bar plots estimates of bd
from a separate regression, varying the distance d used to define workers’ patent rates Pc+d,j in
(2). The first bar plots b0, the relationship between children’s patent rates in a given class and
their fathers’ colleagues patent rates in the same class ( d = 0). In the second bar, we define Pc+d,j
as the mean patent rate in the father’s industry in the next 10 closest classes (d = 1 to 10). The
third bar uses the average patent rate in classes with d = 11 to 20, and so on. The coefficient bj
on parents’ colleagues’ patent rates drops by 85% from the same class (d = 0) to the next closest
classes (p < 0.01). That is, children are much more likely to patent in exactly the same class as
their parents’ colleagues than in very similar classes. This result implies that an increase in parents’
colleagues patent rates causes an increase in a child’s propensity to innovate under the following
identification assumption:
lim
d→0
Cov(εc,j − εc+d,j , Pc,j − Pc+d,j) = 0. (3)
This assumption, which is analogous to (1), requires that as the distance d between technology
classes grows small, differences in unobservable determinants of children’s innovation rates in class
c vs. c + d are orthogonal to differences in parents’ colleagues’ innovation rates in those classes.
Intuitively, we require that children whose fathers work in an industry where many workers patent
in amplifiers rather than antennas do not have greater intrinsic ability to invent in amplifiers relative
to antennas themselves. Under this assumption, we can infer from Figure VIb that a 1 pp increase
in patent rates among parental colleagues increases a child’s probability of becoming an inventor
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by at least b0 − b1− 10 = 0.065 pp due to a causal exposure effect.
Our measure of distance between technology classes based on co-patenting rates is one of many
potential approaches to identifying “similar” patent classes. To assess the sensitivity of our results
to this choice, we use the USPTO’s hierarchical classification system, which groups patents into
similar fields (categories, sub-categories, and classes), as an alternative way to identify similar patent
classes. In columns 2-5 of Table III, we estimate a series of regressions to assess whether children
patent in the same fields as workers in their father’s industry using the USPTO’s classification
system. In column 2, we test whether children are more likely to invent in the same categories as
their father’s colleagues using a regression specification analogous to (2) estimated at the category
by industry level with d = 0. Columns 3 and 4 replicate the specification in column 2 at the
sub-category and technology class levels. Finally, in column 5 of Table III, we replicate column 4
with three additional controls: patent rates in (i) the same sub-category but in a different patent
class, (ii) the same category but a different sub-category, and (iii) other categories.
At all levels of the hierarchy, we find a strong, statistically significant association between
children’s patent rates and their parents’ colleagues patent rates. Moreover, column 5 shows that
innovation among parents’ colleagues leads to a 10 times larger increase in innovation in exactly
the same technology class (e.g., synthetic resins) as it does in other classes even within the same
sub-category (e.g., natural resins). The coefficient on the own-class patent rate is not statistically
different from the specification in column 4, while the coefficients on the other-class and category
patent rates are very close to zero. Under our identification assumption in (3), the much smaller
estimates for other classes imply that children’s propensity to invent in the same class as their
parents’ colleagues is driven by the causal effect of exposure.
The class-specificity of the exposure effects also sheds light on the mechanism through which
exposure matters. Transmission of general human capital or an interest in science would be unlikely
to have impacts that vary so sharply by technology class. Instead, the data point to mechanisms
such as transmission of specific human capital, access to networks that help children pursue a
certain subfield, acquisition of information about certain careers, or role model effects.
IV.C Neighborhoods
In this subsection, we study how rates of innovation in the neighborhood in which a child grows
up affect his or her propensity to innovate. Following Chetty et al. (2014b), we assign children in
our intergenerational sample to commuting zones (CZs) based on where they were first claimed as
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dependents by their parents.
Figure VIIa maps rates of innovation across the CZs where children grew up, with darker
colors representing areas where more children become inventors. Figure VIIb lists the ten CZs
where children are the most or least likely to grow up to become inventors (among the 100 most
populated CZs). Children who grow up in the Northeast, coastal California, and the rural Midwest
have the highest probabilities of becoming inventors, while those in the Southeast have the lowest
probability. The areas where children grow up to become inventors tend to have higher mean
incomes (population-weighted correlation ρ = 0.63), fewer single parents (ρ = −0.39), and higher
levels of absolute upward intergenerational mobility (ρ = 0.32), based on the CZ-level measures
defined in Chetty et al. (2014b). However, there are some stark exceptions to these patterns, such
as Detroit, MI, where children have among the highest likelihood of becoming inventors but where
income mobility and mean incomes are relatively low.29
The spatial analysis in Figure VII differs from previous analyses of “innovation clusters” and
agglomeration (e.g., Porter and Stern 2001, Kim and Marschke 2005) because it reflects the locations
where inventors grow up, which may differ from where they work as adults. Nevertheless, children
who grow up in the areas where the most innovation occurs tend to be most likely to go into
innovation themselves. For instance, children who grow up in the San Jose commuting zone, which
includes Silicon Valley, top the list in terms of the probability of becoming inventors themselves.
To examine this relationship more systematically, we define the patent rate of workers in each CZ
as the average number of patents issued per year (in the full USPTO data) to individuals from
a given CZ between 1980 and 1990 divided by the CZ’s population between the ages of 15-64 in
the 1990 Census. Figure VIII presents a scatter plot of the fraction of children who go on to
become inventors vs. the patent rate of workers in their childhood CZ (their “neighbors”) among
the 100 most populated CZs. There is a clear positive relationship between these variables, with a
correlation of 0.75.
The correlation in Figure VIII is consistent with the hypothesis that exposure to innovation
during childhood through one’s neighbors increases a child’s propensity to innovate, but it could
also reflect geographical sorting. We isolate the causal effect of exposure by estimating the extent to
which children invent in the same narrow technology classes as their neighbors, as in our analysis
of industry-level differences above. Figure VIc replicates Figure VIb, plotting coefficients from
29We defer a more comprehensive examination of the spatial variation in innovation – which can be conducted
using the CZ-level data that is publicly available in Online Data Table Ia – to future research, focusing here on the
role of exposure to innovation during childhood.
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regressions of children’s innovation rates in a given technology class c on class-level patent rates
of workers in their childhood CZs vs. the distance between technology classes. The coefficient
on neighbors’ patent rates drops by 85% from the same class (d = 0) to the next closest classes
(p < 0.01). implying that neighborhoods have causal exposure effects under an identification
assumption analogous to (3).
In Table IV, we evaluate the robustness of this result and the mechanisms underlying it using a
set of fixed effects regressions specifications. As a reference, in column 1, we regress the fraction of
children who grow up to be inventors in each CZ on the patent rate of workers in their childhood
CZ, replicating the analysis in Figure VIII including all 741 CZs rather than just the 100 largest
ones. The coefficient of 2.9 implies that a 1 SD (0.02 pp) increase in the annual CZ-level patent rate
is associated with a 0.058 pp (28.5%) increase in the fraction of children who become inventors.
One potential explanation for the result in column 1 (and Figure VIc) is that children tend to
stay near the areas where they grew up, and may mechanically end up being more likely to patent
if they live in an area like Silicon Valley simply because the jobs that are available in such areas
tend to be in the innovation sector. To distinguish this mechanism from childhood exposure effects
that change children’s behavior, we focus on the subset of children who move to a different CZ in
adulthood from where they grew up. In column 2, we estimate a regression analogous to that in
column 1 at the childhood CZ by current CZ level, limiting the sample to children whose current
(2012) CZ differs from their childhood CZ. We regress the fraction of children who grow up to be
inventors in each of these cells on the patent rate of the CZ in which they grew up, including fixed
effects for the child’s 2012 CZ so that the coefficient of interest is identified purely from comparisons
across individuals who grew up in different areas but currently live in the same area. The coefficient
on the patent rate in the childhood CZ remains at 2.6 in this specification, showing that most of
the relationship in column 1 is not mechanically driven by the types of jobs available in an area.
In the remaining columns of Table IV, we use the USPTO hierarchical classification system to
identify similar patent classes instead of the distance metric used in Figure VI. In columns 3-5, we
analyze whether the result in Column 1 continues to hold at the category level: do children go on
to patent in the same categories as their neighbors did while they were growing up? We consider
three different specifications. In column 3, we replicate the specification in column 1 at the CZ
by patent category level, using the same specification as in (2) when d = 0, but letting j index
CZs instead of industries. In column 4, we replicate the specification in column 2 at the category
level. We restrict attention to movers and regress the share patenting in a given category (with one
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observation per childhood CZ, current CZ, and category) on the childhood CZ patent rate in that
category. We include current CZ fixed by category effects in this specification. In column 5, we
include all children and replace the CZ by category fixed effects with fixed effects for the father’s
industry by category, estimating the model at the childhood CZ by father’s industry by category
level. This specification isolates variation from one’s neighbors that is orthogonal to the variation
from parents’ colleagues examined above.
In all three of these specifications, we find robust and significant positive relationships between
children’s category-level innovation rates and the corresponding category-level patent rates of work-
ers in their childhood CZ. Intuitively, these specifications effectively show that children who grow
up in Silicon Valley are especially likely to patent in computers, while children who grow up in
Minneapolis (which has many medical device manufacturers) are especially likely to patent in med-
ical devices. This is true even among children who live in the same place in adulthood and whose
parents who work in the same industry.
In columns 6 and 7, we replicate the specification in column 3 at the sub-category and technology
class level, respectively. We continue to find substantial positive coefficients in these specifications,
confirming the result in Figure VIc that children tend to invent in the same technology classes that
those around them did during their childhood.30 Column 8 replicates the specification in column
7 including controls for patent rates in other classes, sub-categories, and categories, as in column
5 of Table III. The coefficient on the own-class coefficient is not statistically different from the
specification in column 7, while the coefficients on the other-class and category patent rates are
close to zero. These findings imply that we can interpret the own-class coefficient of 1.02 in column
8 as a causal exposure effect under our identification assumption.
We conclude that at least 1.02/2.9 = 35% of the cross-sectional association between CZ-level
patent rates and children’s propensities to innovate in column 1 is due to exposure effects. It follows
that a 1 SD increase in patent rates in a CZ increases children’s propensities to innovate by at least
0.35 × 28.5% = 10% through exposure. This effect is about one-third as large as the impact of
direct parental exposure, showing that exposure to innovation through one’s peers and neighbors –
which is potentially much more scalable through appropriately designed internship or mentorship
programs – can have meaningful impacts on children’s propensities to innovate.
Gender-Specific Exposure Effects. Next, we examine the heterogeneity of exposure effects by
30There are insufficient inventors in the same sub-category or class within each CZ to implement these specifications
with current CZ fixed effects.
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gender, focusing specifically on whether girls are more likely to go into innovation if they are exposed
to female inventors as children. As a first step, Figure IX shows how gender gaps in innovation
vary across the areas in which children grow up using our intergenerational analysis sample. Panel
A maps the fraction of female inventors by the state in which inventors grew up, while Panel B
shows this statistic for the top 10 and bottom 10 CZs among the 100 largest CZs.31 Although no
state comes close to gender parity, there is significant variation in the magnitude of the gender gap:
28.7% of children who grow up to become inventors in Rhode Island are female, as compared with
11.3% in Idaho.32
To test whether gender-specific differences in exposure to innovation lead to the differences in
gender gaps in Figure IX, we first estimate gender-specific patent rates for workers in each CZ. We
do so using our linked patent-tax sample instead of all patents in the USPTO data as above because
gender is not observed in the USPTO data.33 As a benchmark, Column 1 of Table V replicates
the specification in column 1 of Table IV using this alternative measure of the CZ-level innovation
rate. The raw magnitude of the coefficient differs because the tax-data-based innovation rate is
scaled differently than the USPTO-based measure. However, a 1 SD increase in the CZ innovation
rate is associated with a 30.8% increase in children’s propensities to innovate, very similar to the
28.5% estimate obtained above.
In column 2 of Table V, we regress the fraction of females who go on to patent in each CZ on
the innovation rates for women and men in that CZ. The coefficient on female innovation rate is
significant and positive, while the coefficient on the male innovation rate is small and statistically
insignificant. Symmetrically, column 3 shows that male innovation rates are more predictive of
boys’ propensities to become inventors than female innovation rates.34
One potential concern with the analysis in columns 2 and 3 is that women may have particularly
31We present this map at the state level because gender-specific patent rates are noisy in small CZs due to the
small number of female inventors.
32The gender gap is generally smaller in states that score higher on Pope and Sydnor (2010)’s gender stereotype
adherence index on standardized tests in 8th grade, which measures the extent to which children in a state adhere
to the stereotype that boys are better at math and science while girls are better at English (population-weighted
correlation = 0.21; Online Appendix Figure IV).
33Specifically, we define the innovation rate for gender g in CZ j as the total number of patent applications filed by
individuals of gender g born before 1980 in our full inventors sample divided by the number of individuals between
ages 15 and 64 of gender g in CZ j in the 1990 Census. We convert this measure to an annual rate by dividing
by 17, as we observe patent applications between 1996-2012. We restrict attention to inventors born before 1980
to avoid overlap with the intergenerational analysis sample that we use to study outcomes. Pooling genders, the
populated-weighted correlation across CZs between this measure of innovation rates and the USPTO-based measure
used above is 0.65.
34We find similar patterns at the individual level – daughters are more likely to become inventors if their mothers
are inventors while sons are more likely to become inventors if their fathers are inventors – but the coefficients are
imprecisely estimated because there are so few female inventors among parents in our intergenerational sample.
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strong tastes or abilities to innovate in certain categories (e.g., biology). This could generate the
gender-specific associations in columns 2 and 3 even in the absence of exposure effects if children live
in the same areas as their parents and the types of jobs (e.g., biology vs. information technology)
varies across places. Columns 4 and 5 evaluate this concern by examining variation in innovation
rates across patent categories, using a specification with one observation per CZ by patent category
with category fixed effects, as in column 3 of Table IV.35 We find very similar patterns in these
specifications: women are more likely to innovate in a particular category if there were more women
innovating in that category in the area where they grew up. We reject the null hypothesis that the
coefficients are the same for both genders with p < 0.02 in both of these specifications, implying
that the findings in Columns 2 and 3 are not due to selection across categories.
In sum, Table V further supports the hypothesis that exposure to innovation in childhood
through one’s neighbors has a causal effect on children’s propensities to pursue innovation by
providing an additional overidentification test of that hypothesis. In particular, the results in
Table V imply that any confounding variable (such as ability) would have to vary not just across
technology classes, but also in a gender-specific manner. Moreover, these findings suggest that the
differences in rates of innovation across areas where children grow up are unlikely to be driven
purely by factors such as schools or segregation emphasized in prior work on neighborhood effects,
as such factors would be unlikely to generate impacts that vary so sharply by gender and technology
class.
Implications for Gaps in Innovation. The estimates in column 2 of Table V imply that if girls
were as exposed to female inventors in their childhood CZs as boys are to male inventors, female
innovation rates would rise by 164% and the gender gap in innovation would fall by 55%. It is more
difficult to gauge the extent to which differences in exposure account for the racial and income
gaps in innovation for two reasons. First, we lack measures of exposure by race and parental
income because we only observe race in the New York City school district sample and there are
very few inventors who have low incomes. Second, because there is substantial segregation by race
and income across neighborhoods (unlike by gender), broad measures of exposure (e.g., at the CZ
or industry level) are unlikely to capture differences in exposure across racial and socioeconomic
groups. The prevalence of segregation suggests that differences in exposure to innovation are likely
to be a key reason that minorities and children from low-income families are less likely to become
35Unfortunately, there is insufficient power to test this hypothesis by focusing on movers because there are relatively
few female inventors.
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inventors, but we defer quantification of the extent to which exposure explains gaps in innovation
along these dimensions to future work.
Our findings imply that targeting programs to increase exposure to innovation to children who
excel in math and science at young ages has the greatest potential to increase innovation rates
in under-represented groups (low-income, minority, female). In particular, Figure IV shows that
children who score below the 90th percentile on 3rd grade math tests are unlikely to become in-
ventors even if they are from advantaged (high-income, non-minority, male) backgrounds. Since
greater exposure is unlikely to raise the innovation rates of children from the under-represented
groups beyond those observed for children with comparable test scores from advantaged back-
grounds, there is limited scope to increase innovation rates among children who score below the
90th percentile. In contrast, the large gaps in innovation rates by parental income, race, and gender
among the highest-scoring children imply that there is substantial potential to increase innovation
rates among children from under-represented groups who exhibit strong quantitative skills early in
childhood.
IV.D Colleges
Stepping forward chronologically in studying children’s environments, we next examine how rates
of innovation vary within and across colleges. Following Chetty et al. (2017), we assign each child
in the intergenerational sample (1980-84 cohorts) to the college he or she attends for the most
years between ages 19-22 (if any). Figure Xa presents a list of the ten colleges (among colleges with
at least 500 students per cohort) whose students have the highest rate of becoming inventors by
2014.36 These colleges include highly selective institutions, such as the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology – where more than 12% of students file patent applications by their early 30s – as well
as smaller specialized colleges such as the Rochester Institute of Technology. These institutions
account for a large share of future inventors in the U.S.: students from these ten colleges account
for 7.9% of inventors, but only 0.5% of college enrollment in the U.S.
Figure Xb examines how innovation rates vary across students with different levels of parent
income within these ten colleges. We construct this figure by dividing the parent income distribution
at these colleges into 20 equal-sized bins (ventiles) and plotting the mean invention rate of children
vs. mean parental income rank within each bin. There are fewer points on the left because selective
36Innovation rates for every college in the U.S. that has at least 10 inventors in our sample are provided in Online
Data Table III. The college-level estimates are blurred to protect confidentiality using the procedure in Chetty et al.
(2017, Appendix C). The degree of error due to the blurring procedure is smaller than the degree of sampling error
in the estimates.
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colleges have relatively few low-income students (Chetty et al. 2017). Figure Xb shows that 7.1% of
children with parents in the top 1% of the national income distribution become inventors at these
colleges, compared with 4.0% of children from below-median-income families. This gap is an order
of magnitude smaller than the 10 to 1 gap shown in Figure Ia for the nation as a whole.
Figure X suggests that liquidity constraints in financing innovation or differences in risk prefer-
ences are unlikely to explain why low-income children innovate at lower rates, as such explanations
would generate differences in rates of innovation even conditional on the college a child attends.37
More broadly, the college-level results support the view that factors that affect children before they
enter the labor market – such as childhood exposure to innovation – are key determinants of who
becomes an inventor. In the next section, we assess the role of labor markets more directly by
studying the career trajectories of inventors.
V Career Trajectories
We now examine inventors’ career paths and outcomes after they enter labor market. We first
document a set of facts on the income distributions of inventors that shed light on the effects of
financial incentives on innovation when interpreted using a standard model of career choice. We
then show how financial returns and citations to patents vary with inventors’ characteristics at
birth, which provides further insight into the factors that create disparities in innovation rates
across subgroups.
V.A Financial Returns to Innovation
Cross-Sectional Distribution of Permanent Income. We measure inventors’ permanent incomes by
computing their average annual incomes between the ages of 40 and 50. Since our data on individual
incomes begin in 1999 and end in 2012, we focus on individuals in our full inventors sample who
are born between 1959 and 1962, for whom we see income at all ages between 40 and 50.38 These
individuals applied for or were granted patents between ages 34 and 53, as our patent data span
1996-2012.
The income distribution of inventors, plotted in Online Appendix Figure V, is extremely skewed.
The median annual income between ages 40-50 (in 2012 dollars) is $114,000, the mean is $192,000,
37Liquidity may not be critical because most inventors are not “garage” inventors; 70% of patents are filed by
individuals working at companies with more than 100 employees.
38We focus here on total individual income, which includes all sources of income (see Section II). Wage earnings
comprise 95% of total income for the average inventor (conditional on having total income above $1,000).
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and the 99th percentile is $1.6 million. 22% of total income earned by inventors accrues to individ-
uals in the top 1% of the inventors’ income distribution, a top income share that is similar to the
23% top income share in the mid-2000s in the population as a whole (Atkinson et al. 2011). The
degree of inequality among inventors is similar to that in the general population. In contrast, most
other high-skilled professions, such as medicine or law, have much more homogeneous income distri-
butions; one of the only other professions with comparable heterogeneity in income is the financial
sector (Lockwood et al. 2017). Innovation thus differs from many other high-skilled occupations in
that a small group of individuals obtain most of the returns.
Inventor’s incomes reflect the private returns to innovation, which may differ from social returns.
Prior work has used the future citations to a patent as a measure of its scientific impact and social
value (e.g., Jaffe et al. 1993). Figure XI shows that the private returns to patents are highly
correlated with their scientific impact, as measured by citations. It presents a binned scatter plot
of average annual income between ages 40-50 vs. the total number of citations an inventor obtains.
We restrict the sample to patent applications in 1996 in this figure to maximize the time horizon
over which we can measure future citations. The figure is constructed by dividing citations into
21 bins and plotting mean income vs. mean citations within each bin. The first 19 bins include
inventors in the first 19 ventiles (5% bins) of the citations distribution, while the last two bins plot
the same relation for the 95th to 98th percentiles and the 99th percentile of the citation distribution.
There is a strong positive relationship between citations and income. Notably, inventors who have
patents in the top 1% of the citation distribution earn more than $1 million per year between ages
40 and 50, showing that individuals with highly impactful innovations from a scientific perspective
obtain large private returns over their lifetimes.
Lifecycle Profiles of Innovation and Income. Next, we turn to the dynamics of inventors’ careers.
Figure XIIa plots the cross-sectional age distribution of individuals who filed a patent application in
2000 that was subsequently granted. The modal age of patenting is 38, with symmetric declines at
younger and older ages, consistent with Jones et al. (2014). This pattern is partly driven by the fact
that the fraction of people who work falls at older ages. Figure XIIb plots the fraction of workers
in the population (individuals with positive W-2 earnings) who patent in 2000 by age. Innovation
per worker still peaks around 40, but falls more gradually at older ages, with a 33% decline from
age 40 to 60. Figure XIIc plots the fraction of workers whose patents went on to become highly-
cited (in the top 5% of patents filed in 2000) by age. The rate of high-impact innovation falls by
66% from age 40 to 60. This result is broadly consistent with Acemoglu et al.’s (2014) hypothesis
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that the “young and restless” have higher impact discoveries, although individuals’ most impactful
innovations tend to come in the middle rather than beginning of their professional careers.
With this background on ages of innovation, we now turn to the dynamics of income over
inventors’ lifecycles. Figure XIIIa plots the median income of individuals who apply for a patent
at age 30, 40, or 50. In each case, we see a steep increase in income in the years immediately
preceding the patent application, following by a leveling off or decline. Figure XIIIb generalizes
this analysis using an event study framework, defining year 0 as the year in which an individual
files a patent application and other years relative to this reference year (e.g., +1 is the year after
the application).39 Consistent with the findings in Figure XIIIa, median and mean incomes rise
sharply and peak at the point of patent application. A similar pattern is observed in the upper tail:
the 99th percentile of the distribution peaks at $1.8 million shortly after the year of application
and falls slightly thereafter.
Figure XIIIc presents event studies of median income for three groups: unsuccessful applications
(patents that were not granted before 2014), all granted patents, and highly-cited patents (those in
the top 5% of the citation distribution among all patents granted in the same year). As noted above,
individuals with highly-cited patents have higher incomes, and much of that higher income again
comes from a much steeper earnings trajectory in the years prior to the point of patent application.
The results in Figure XIII show that a patent application marks the peak of a successful career
in innovation rather than an event that itself produces high returns, perhaps because the patent
event itself is not news to the firm or the market. Indeed, patent royalties account for less than 3%
of income even for inventors with highly cited patents five years after a patent is granted.
Together, Figures XII and XIII suggest that the returns to innovation may be uncertain when
individuals are deciding whether to pursue a career in innovation (e.g., at the point of college
graduation), as the most impactful inventions tend to occur around age 40, and incomes tend to
rise rapidly shortly before that point.
In summary, the private returns to innovation are highly skewed, correlated with their scientific
impact, and potentially uncertain at the time of career choice. In Section VI below, we show that
these facts imply that changes in financial incentives are unlikely to have large effects on rates of
innovation using a simple model of career choice.
39We limit the sample to individuals who file patent applications between ages 35 and 50. For individuals who file
multiple patents in this age window, we choose one of the patents at random.
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V.B Earnings and Citations by Characteristics at Birth
In this subsection, we study how the returns to innovation, as measured by individuals’ incomes and
patent citations, vary with inventors’ characteristics at birth. This analysis sheds light on the types
of constraints that generate the differences in rates of innovation across subgroups documented in
Section III above. In particular, prior work has modeled such constraints as differences in fixed
costs of entry across subgroups. Most notably, Hsieh et al. (2016) argue that reductions in such
entry costs for certain groups such as women and minorities could explain macroeconomic trends
in the allocation of talent across sectors and economic growth.
If differences in innovation rates are due to barriers to entry, inventors from groups that face
higher barriers to entry should have higher levels of productivity on average than inventors from
more advantaged backgrounds, assuming that the ability to innovate does not vary across groups
– an assumption supported by the evidence in Section III.B. Intuitively, higher barriers to entry
screen out low-productivity inventors, so only star inventors make it through the pipeline.
We test this prediction in Figure XIVa by comparing the mean incomes of inventors with
different characteristics at birth. The first pair of bars in Figure XIVa compares individuals from
families with incomes above vs. below the 80th percentile of the parental income distribution using
inventors in our intergenerational analysis sample. The second pair compares minorities (Blacks and
Hispanics) to non-minorities using inventors in the New York City schools sample. The third pair
compares males and females using the full inventors sample. In all cases, we reject the prediction
of the simple barriers to entry model: inventors from the under-represented groups have similar or
lower incomes on average. Figure XIVb replicates this analysis using the probability of having a
highly-cited patent (in the top 5% of the distribution of citations among inventors in a given birth
cohort) as the outcome. The patterns are analogous: inventors from under-represented groups also
do not have higher-impact inventions.
The results in Figure XIV imply that differences in the costs of entering the innovation sector
are unlikely to explain the gaps in innovation across subgroups. Instead, these results are consistent
with the hypothesis that differences in exposure to innovation generate these gaps. In particular,
a lack of exposure (e.g., awareness of innovation as a potential career) can reduce the probability
that individuals pursue innovation uniformly across all levels of productivity.40
40While the results in Figure XIV are consistent with exposure effects, they could also be explained by alternative
models, such as a model in which the same barriers that affect entry rates (e.g., discrimination) also affect individ-
uals’ productivity after entering innovation. We discuss these issues further and compare the effects of exposure to
innovation and barriers to entry formally using a model of career choice in Section VI below.
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Irrespective of the source of the gaps in innovation, the most important implication of Figure
XIV is that the probability that an individual becomes a star inventor is just as sensitive to his
or her conditions at birth as the probability that he innovates at all, as shown in Figure Ib in
the context of parental income. Hence, there are many “lost Einsteins” – individuals who do not
pursue a career in innovation even though they would have had highly impactful innovations had
they done so. These results raise the possibility that the productivity costs of potential distortions
in the allocation of talent may be even greater than predicted by models such as Hsieh et al.
(2016), since some of the individuals who fail to pursue innovation could have been stars. If the
social planner’s goal is to increase innovation, the key question is what types of policy changes can
bring these lost Einsteins into the innovation pipeline. In the next section, we use a simple model
of career choice motivated by our empirical findings to explore this question.
VI A Model of Inventors’ Careers
In this section, we characterize the implications of our findings for policies to increase innovation
using a stylized model of career choice that matches our empirical results. We use the model to
compare the effects of three types of policies to increase innovation: increasing private financial
incentives, reducing barriers to entry, and increasing exposure to innovation. Derivations and proofs
of the propositions that follow are given in Online Appendix B.
VI.A Model Setup
A continuum of agents, indexed by i (with total mass one), choose to enter one of two sectors: the
innovation sector (I) or another sector (I¯). There are three factors that govern each agent’s choice
of occupation: financial payoffs, barriers to entry, and exposure.
Financial Payoffs. Outside the innovation sector, agents receive a fixed wage wI¯ . In the
innovation sector, agents’ payoffs are determined by their innovation-specific abilities αi ≥ 1, which
follow a Pareto distribution Fα(α) = 1−
(
1
α
)βα , and a stochastic shock pii ≥ 1 that is independently
drawn from a Pareto distribution Fpi(pi) = 1−
(
1
pi
)βpi . Agents know their ability αi when deciding
whether or not to enter the innovation sector but do not know pii. Agent i’s realized payoff from
entering the innovation sector is given by the product of ability and the stochastic shock:
ri ≡ αi · βα − 1
βα
· piiβpi − 1
βpi
.
With this specification, changes in the shape parameters βpi and βα affect the skewness of payoffs
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while leaving the mean return E[ri] unchanged. We assume that wages and returns to innovation
are fixed, and in particular do not respond to the number of individuals who enter each sector.
Taxes and Barriers to Entry. Individuals must pay a tax τ on their incomes in the innovation
sector, resulting in a net-of-tax payoff to innovation of (1− τ)ri.41 This tax τ can alternatively be
interpreted as a cost of entering innovation, as in Hsieh et al. (2016).42 Note that this model of
barriers to entry does not capture factors that may affect individuals’ productivity after they enter
the innovation sector, such as discrimination.
Exposure. Finally, individuals’ decisions are influenced by whether they are exposed to innova-
tion. We model exposure as a binary variable λi that follows a Bernoulli distribution λi ∼ B(λ).
Individuals who do not receive exposure to innovation (λi = 0) never pursue innovation regard-
less of their ability, while those who receive exposure (λi = 1) choose their sector by maximizing
expected lifetime utility.
Preferences and Agent Behavior. To obtain closed-form solutions, we assume that agents have
constant relative risk aversion (CRRA) utility functions, although all of the qualitative results
that follow hold with any smooth and concave utility function. Let u(ci) =
c1−θi
1−θ denote agent
i’s utility as a function of his consumption ci, with θ ≥ 0. Working in the innovation sector
yields expected utility V Ii = Epi [u (ri · (1− τi))]. Agent i therefore enters the innovation sector
if λiV
I
i > V
I¯
i = u(wI¯). It is straightforward to show that agents follow a threshold rule when
deciding to enter innovation: agents with innovation-specific ability αi > α¯ enter the innovation
sector. Taking into account exposure effects, the share of agents who become inventors is therefore
φ = λ · (1− Fa(α¯)).
Given the evidence in Figure XI above that inventors’ salaries are proportional to their patent
citations on average, we assume that the social value of innovation is si = ν · ri, where ν > 0. We
define aggregate quality-weighted innovation as
Φ = φE[ν · ri|αi > α¯].
Intuitively, aggregate innovation depends upon the number of inventors (φ) and the average quality
of their innovations. In the next two subsections, we characterize how changes in tax rates (τ) and
41We assume that the tax applies only to the innovation sector as a simple way to capture the fact that top income
tax rates may affect the payoffs to innovation (which can sometimes be very high) more than payoffs to other careers
that have lower (fixed) salaries. Insofar as taxes also affect payoffs in other sectors, career choices will be less sensitive
to tax rates, reinforcing our results below.
42In Hsieh et al.’s model, the barriers to entry τ vary across subgroups (e.g., women and minorities effectively face
higher tax rates). In this context, our model can be interpreted as applying to one such subgroup; the comparative
static results below show how differences in τ affect innovation rates across subgroups.
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exposure (λ) affect φ and Φ.
VI.B Effects of Changes in Financial Returns or Barriers to Entry
The following proposition characterizes the impact of reducing the tax rate τ – which can be
interpreted as an increase in the financial return to innovation or as a reduction in barriers to entry
– on innovation.
Proposition 1. Reducing the tax rate (τ) increases the fraction of inventors (φ) and aggregate
innovation (Φ). The magnitude of the response is characterized by three properties:
1. [Exposure dampening] The absolute impacts of changes in τ on φ and Φ are proportional to
exposure λ.
2. [Forecastable returns] When returns to innovation vary purely because of heterogeneity in
ability (βpi →∞), the elasticities of φ and Φ with respect to (1− τ) converge to φ,(1−τ) → βα and
Φ,(1−τ) → βα − 1.
3. [Stochastic returns] As the skewness of stochastic returns to innovation increases (βpi → 1),
at a given initial level of innovation φ0, the elasticities of φ and Φ with respect to (1 − τ) both
converge to zero if θ > 0: φ,(1−τ) → 0 and Φ,(1−τ) → 0.
The first result in Proposition 1 (exposure dampening) implies that the response of the number
of inventors (and in turn of aggregate innovation) to changes in financial incentives is muted when
exposure to innovation is low. Naturally, only the agents who are exposed to innovation respond to
a change in τ . Given our empirical finding that rates of innovation are low in many subgroups of
the population because of a lack of exposure, this result implies that tax cuts or changes in barriers
to entry (e.g., changes in hiring practices) are unlikely to increase the level of innovation in such
groups significantly.43
The second result in Proposition 1 (forecastable returns) focuses on the case where heterogeneity
in inventors’ incomes is driven entirely by differences in abilities rather than stochastic shocks. In
this case, the elasticity of aggregate innovation Φ with respect to changes in financial returns is
determined purely by the skewness of the distribution of innovation abilities. The elasticity falls
as the skewness of the ability distribution rises (βα → 1) because there are fewer individuals who
are on the margin of entering the innovation sector, whose decisions would be influenced by small
43Although the absolute impacts of tax changes ( dφ
dτ
and dΦ
dτ
) are proportional to exposure λ, the elasticities of φ
and Φ with respect to τ are invariant to λ. A lower value of λ reduces the rate of initial innovation at the same rate
as the derivatives, leaving the elasticity (percentage impacts) unchanged.
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tax changes. Moreover, aggregate quality-weighted innovation (Φ) is less responsive to changes
in the tax rate τ than the number of agents entering innovation (φ), as shown by Jaimovich and
Rebelo (2017).44 Intuitively, the marginal entrants who enter the innovation sector because of a
reduction in the tax rate τ must have lower ability than the average inventor already in the sector,
thereby increasing quality-weighted innovation by less than the total number of inventors. As the
ability distribution becomes more skewed (βα → 1), the elasticity of quality-weighted innovation
with respect to the tax rate converges to zero. In the limiting case, aggregate innovation is driven
by a small fraction of star inventors whose behavior is insensitive to taxes because they have very
high earnings in the innovation sector relative to the outside option.
Figure XVa illustrates this result by plotting the number of inventors φ and quality-weighted
innovation Φ as a function of the tax rate on inventors’ earnings. In this simulation, we set
βpi = ∞ (no stochastic shocks) and the skewness of the ability distribution βα = 1.26 to match
the Pareto shape parameter of 1.26 estimated using the inventors’ empirical earnings distribution
shown in Online Appendix Figure V. Both φ and Φ are normalized to 100% at a tax rate of
τ = 0. As predicted by the proposition, the number of inventors declines much faster than total
innovation as the tax rate on inventors’ earnings increases. For example, at a tax rate of τ = 40%
on inventors’ earnings, the total number of inventors φ is 48% smaller than it would be in the
absence of taxes (τ = 0), but aggregate quality-weighted innovation Φ is only depressed by 12.5%.
While the exact numbers naturally depend upon model specification, these calculations suggest
that aggregate quality-weighted innovation may not be very sensitive to small changes in tax rates
under parameters that match the empirical distribution of inventors’ incomes.
The third result in Proposition 1 (stochastic returns) focuses on the case where heterogeneity in
inventors’ incomes is driven primarily by unforecastable shocks rather than ability heterogeneity,
i.e. where βpi → 1. The level of innovation φ converges to 0 as βpi → 1 when θ > 0 because the
expected value of innovation VI falls to 0 as the variance of payoffs grows large, holding the mean
payoff fixed, when individuals are risk averse. To obtain comparative statistics at the same level of
innovation φ0 as in the case with pure ability heterogeneity analyzed above, we reduce the wage in
the non-innovation sector wI¯ as βpi → 1 to keep the fraction of inventors fixed at φ0.45
44Relative to Jaimovich and Rebelo (2017), our contribution in the second part of Proposition 1 is to derive a
formula that can be directly calibrated using the parameters and relationships we estimate empirically, namely the
degree of skewness of the income distribution of inventors and the linear relationship between the social returns to
innovation (as measured by citations) and inventors’ incomes.
45Formally, we change wI¯ to κ(βpi) ·wI¯ as we vary βpi, choosing the scaling factor κ to keep the fraction of inventors
at φ0, which one can interpret as a fixed (empirically observed) level of innovation. See Online Appendix B for further
details.
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In this setting, as the skewness of stochastic shocks rises, both the elasticities of the number
of inventors and quality-weighted innovation with respect to tax rates converge to zero if agents
are risk averse (θ > 0). The logic underlying this result is easiest to understand in the context of
a limiting example with two states of the world: a bad state in which innovation has zero return
and a good state in which innovation has a large payoff, say $10 million. In the bad state, taxes
have no impact on utility. In the good state, a slightly smaller payout (e.g., $9 million instead
of $10 million) does not reduce an agent’s incentive to become an inventor by very much because
the marginal utility of money is already low. Intuitively, when returns are very skewed, taxes only
affect inventor’s payoffs when they are very deep in the money and are not sensitive to financial
incentives, resulting in small behavioral responses. Put differently, when innovation has very risky
payoffs, inventors must enter innovation partly because of its non-monetary benefits, making their
behavior less sensitive to financial incentives.
Figure XVb illustrates this result by plotting innovation rates vs. taxes when the heterogeneity
in inventors’ incomes is driven primarily by stochastic shocks rather than differences in ability.
We calibrate the model so that stochastic returns account for 90% of the skewness in inventors’
earnings and the income distribution has a Pareto shape parameter of 1.26 as above.46 We consider
two cases: θ = 0 (risk neutral agents, linear utility) and θ = 1 (risk averse agents, log utility).
With linear utility, taxes have very large effects: a tax rate of τ = 40% reduces quality-weighted
innovation Φ by 70.5% relative to the benchmark with no taxes. But when agents are risk averse,
taxes have modest effects: Φ falls by only 9.4% from the no-tax benchmark when τ = 40%. These
calculations suggest that tax changes are likely to have modest effects on aggregate innovation even
when the returns to innovation are uncertain, under the standard assumption that individuals have
diminishing marginal utilities of consumption.
In sum, Proposition 1 implies that the decisions of individuals who contribute most to aggregate
innovation are unlikely to be sensitive to small changes in financial incentives in standard models
of career choice that match our empirical findings regarding the skewness of inventors’ incomes
and the correlation between private and social returns. We caution, however, that this result
relates only to the decisions of individual inventors, whose behavior is our focus in this paper.
Taxes could potentially affect innovation through many other channels, for instance by changing
46Formally, we set βpi and βα such that s ≡
(
βpi
βpi−1 − 1
)
/
(
βα
βα−1 − 1 +
βpi
βpi−1 − 1
)
= 0.9 and the equilibrium income
distribution has a shape parameter of 1.26. We retain 10% of skewness from variation in ability because the model is
degenerate if we only allow for heterogeneity from stochastic shocks, since there is no source of ex-ante heterogeneity
across agents other than ability in our model.
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the behavior of firms, other salaried workers who contribute to the innovation process, or through
general equilibrium effects.
VI.C Effects of Changes in Exposure
We now turn to the impact of changes in exposure (λ) on rates of innovation.
Proposition 2. The elasticities of the number of inventors and aggregate innovation with respect
to exposure λ are both equal to one: Φ,λ = φ,λ = 1.
Proposition 2 shows that the impacts of changing exposure are invariant to the skewness of the
distribution of inventors’ earnings or other parameters of the model. Increasing exposure simply
scales up the fraction of individuals who enter innovation. For instance, increasing λ from 10% to
20% mechanically doubles the (randomly selected) set of individuals who are exposed to and enter
the innovation sector, thereby doubling aggregate quality-weighted innovation as well.
Proposition 2 implies that there may be great potential to increase aggregate innovation by
increasing exposure in a subgroup g that currently has few inventors if the low rate of innovation
φg in that group is due to a lack of exposure (in which case there is scope to increase λg) rather
than high barriers to entry τg. As discussed in Section V.B, one way to determine whether the
low innovation rate is driven by exposure effects or barriers to entry is by examining the average
quality of inventions for inventors in that subgroup. The following corollary formalizes this result.
Corollary 1. If the distribution of innovation abilities does not vary across groups, differences
in the average quality of inventions reveal whether differences in innovation rates arise from barriers
to entry or exposure effects.
1. [Barriers to entry] Groups that face higher barriers to entry τ have higher-quality inventions
conditional on inventing: φ declines with τ , while E[ν · ri|αi > α¯] increases with τ .
2. [Exposure] Groups that have less exposure to innovation λ have the same quality of inventions
conditional on inventing: φ declines with λ, but E[ν · ri|αi > α¯] does not vary with λ.
The first result in this corollary follows from the logic in the second part of Proposition 1. The
marginal inventor who is screened out as barriers to entry rise is of lower quality than the average
inventor. The inventors who remain in groups that face high costs of entering innovation thus have
higher quality patents on average. The second result follows from the logic underlying Proposition
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2. Since an increase in exposure simply draws in randomly selected inventors, groups that have less
exposure do not have inventors of different quality on average.
Empirically, individuals from under-represented groups who become inventors do not have
higher-quality patents (Figure XIVb) despite having relatively similar abilities (Section III.B).
Based on Corollary 1, these findings are consistent with the hypothesis that the low rates of inno-
vation among women and disadvantaged youth are driven primarily by a lack of exposure rather
than fixed costs of entry that screen out inventors of marginal quality, as in Hsieh et al. (2016).
In sum, the results above imply that there is substantial scope to increase aggregate innovation
by increasing exposure among under-represented subgroups. While quantifying the effects of specific
policies that increase exposure is outside the scope of this study, the estimates in Section IV suggest
that changes in exposure could have substantial effects. For instance, we estimate that a one
standard deviation change in exposure to innovation at the neighborhood (CZ) level would increase
the number of inventors by 10-30% (Table IV). The fact that some neighborhoods in America
induce many more children to become inventors demonstrates that it is feasible to design childhood
environments that could significantly increase aggregate innovation. How exactly one can replicate
the impacts of such environments in a cost-effective manner is a key question that we leave to future
work.
VII Conclusion
This paper has presented new evidence on the factors that determine who becomes an inventor by
tracking the lives of inventors in America from birth to adulthood. Most previous work on inno-
vation has focused on factors such as financial incentives, barriers to entry, and STEM education.
Our results point to a different channel – exposure to innovation during childhood – as a critical
factor that determines who becomes an inventor. A lack of exposure to innovation can help explain
why high-ability children in low-income families, minorities, and women are significantly less likely
to become inventors. Importantly, such lack of exposure screens out not just marginal inventors
but the “Einsteins” who produce innovations that have the greatest impacts on society. Policies
that increase exposure therefore have the capacity to greatly increase quality-weighted aggregate
innovation. In contrast, changes in financial incentives (e.g., via tax cuts) are less likely to spur
additional star inventors to enter the field because the private financial returns to high-impact
innovations are already quite large.
Policies to increase exposure to innovation could range from mentoring by current inventors
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to internship programs at local companies. Our analysis does not provide guidance on which
specific programs are most effective, but it does provide some guidance on how they should be
targeted. In particular, targeting exposure programs to women, minorities, and children from low-
income families who excel in math and science at early ages (e.g., as measured by performance
on standardized tests) is likely to maximize their impacts on innovation. Furthermore, tailoring
programs to participants’ backgrounds may increase their impact; for example, our findings suggest
that women are more influenced by female inventors rather than male inventors.
Beyond the literature on innovation, our findings contribute to the growing literature on how
children’s prospects for success are shaped by their environments. Prior studies have focused pri-
marily on general human capital accumulation as the mechanism through which neighborhoods and
schools affect outcomes. Our analysis suggests that environment matters through much narrower
channels as well, for instance by influencing the specific career pathways that children choose to
pursue, either via transmission of specific human capital or through changes in aspirations. Such
mechanisms call for a different class of interventions than traditional investments in schools or
neighborhoods, such as programs or networks that provide children exposure to specific careers
that may be a good match for their talents.
More broadly, our findings suggest that policies designed to increase intergenerational mobility
may also be beneficial for increasing economic growth. Drawing more low-income and minority
children into science and innovation could increase their incomes – thereby reducing the persistence
of inequality across generations – while stimulating growth by harnessing currently under-utilized
talent. Developing and testing methods to increase exposure to innovation among disadvantaged
subgroups is therefore a particularly promising direction for research and policy.
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ONLINE APPENDICES
Appendix A. Matching Algorithm
The patent data were linked to the tax records using a variant of the matching algorithm
developed in Chetty et al. (2014a) to link the New York City school district data to the tax
records. Chetty et al. (2011) show that the match algorithm outlined below yields accurate matches
for approximately 99% of cases in a school district sample that can be exactly matched on social
security number. Note that identifiers were used solely for the matching procedure. After the
match was completed, the data were de-identified (i.e., individual identifiers such as names were
stripped) and the statistical analysis was conducted using the de-identified dataset.
Before beginning the match process, the names were standardized as follows. First, suffixes
sometimes appear at the end of taxpayers’ first, middle, or last name fields. If these fields end with
a space followed by “JR”, “SR”, or a numeral I-IV, the suffix is stripped out and stored separately
from the name. Second, the USPTO database separates inventor names into “first” and “last,” but
the tax data often separates names into first, middle, and last. In practice, many inventors include
a middle initial or name in the first name field. Whenever there is a single space in the inventor’s
first name field, for the purposes of matching, we allow the first string to be an imputed first name,
and the second string to be an imputed middle name or initial. The use of these imputed names is
described below.
The matching algorithm proceeds in seven steps. Inventors enter a match round only if they
have not already been matched to a taxpayer in an earlier round. Each round consists of a name
criterion and a location criterion. The share of data matched in each round is documented below.
• Stage 1: Exact match on name and location.
– Name match: The inventor’s last name exactly matches the taxpayer’s last name. Either
the inventor’s first name field exactly matches the concatenation of the IRS first and
middle name fields or the IRS middle name field is missing, but the first name fields
match. If an imputed middle name is available for the inventor, candidate matches are
removed if they have ever filed at the IRS with a middle name or initial that conflicts
with the inventor’s.
– Location match: The inventor’s city and state must match some city and state reported
by that taxpayer exactly.
– 49% of patents are uniquely matched in this stage.
• Stage 2: Exact match on imputed name data and location.
– Name match: The inventor’s last name exactly matches the taxpayer’s last name and
the taxpayer’s last name is the same as the inventor’s imputed first name. Either the
inventor’s imputed middle name/initial matches one of the taxpayer’s middle/initial
name fields, or one of the two is missing. For inventors with non-missing imputed
middle names, priority is given to matches to correct taxpayer middle names rather than
to taxpayers with missing middle names. As above, candidate matches are removed if
they have ever filed at the IRS with a conflicting middle name or initial.
– Location match: As above, the inventor’s city and state must exactly match some city
and state reported by that taxpayer.
– 12% of patents are uniquely matched in this stage.
• Stage 3: Exact match on actual or imputed name data and 1040 zip crosswalked.
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– Name match: The inventor’s last name exactly matches the taxpayer’s last name. The
inventor’s first name matches the taxpayer’s first name in one of the following situations,
in order of priority: (1) inventor’s first name is the same as the taxpayer’s combined first
and middle name; (2) inventor’s imputed first name matches taxpayer’s and middle
names match on initials; (3) inventor has no middle name data, but inventor’s first
name is the same as the taxpayer’s middle name.
– Taxpayers are removed if they are ever observed filing with middle names in conflict with
the inventor’s.Location match: The inventor’s city and state match one of the city/state
fields associated with one of the taxpayer’s 1040 zip codes.
– Location match: The inventor’s city and state match one of the city/state fields associ-
ated with one of the taxpayer’s 1040 zip codes.
– 3% of patents are uniquely matched in this stage.
• Stage 4: Same as previous stage, but using names from 1040 forms instead of names from
W-2 forms.
– Name match: The inventor’s name matches the name of a 1040 (or matches without
inventor’s middle initial/name and no taxpayer middle initials/names conflict with in-
ventor’s).
– Location match: The inventor’s city and state must match some city and state reported
by that taxpayer exactly.
– 6% of patents are uniquely matched in this stage.
• Stage 5: Match using W-2 full name field.
– Name match: The inventor’s FULL name exactly matches the FULL name of a taxpayer
on a W2.
– Location match: The inventor’s city and state match one of the city/state fields associ-
ated with one of the taxpayer’s 1040 zip codes.
– 8% of patents are uniquely matched in this stage.
• Stage 6: Fuzzy match using W-2 full name field.
– Name match: The inventor’s full name (minus the imputed middle name) exactly
matches the full name of a taxpayer on a W2.
– Location match: The inventor’s city and state match one of the city/state fields associ-
ated with one of the taxpayer’s 1040 zip codes.
– 1% of patents are uniquely matched in this stage.
• Stage 7: Match to all information returns.
– Name match: The inventor’s full name exactly matches the full name of a taxpayer on
any type of information return form.
– Location match: The inventor’s city and state match one of the city/state fields associ-
ated with one of the taxpayer’s information return forms.
– 6% of patents are uniquely matched in this stage.
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Appendix B. Model of Inventors’ Careers: Proofs
In this appendix, we first present analytical formulas for the key expressions in our model, then
describe the comparative statics of interest, and finally present proofs of the propositions in Section
VI.
Analytical Formulas. Expected utility in the innovation sector for agent i is given by:
V Ii =
∫ ∞
1
((1− τ) · βpi−1βpi x ·
βα−1
βα
αi)
1−θ
1− θ dFpi(x) =
βpi
βpi + θ − 1
(
βpi − 1
βpi
)1−θ ((1− τ) · βα−1βα αi)1−θ
1− θ
Since
∂V Ii
∂αi
> 0 and the outside wage is fixed, there is an ability cutoff beyond which all agents enter
the innovation sector. This cutoff is characterized by:
V I¯ = V Iα¯
⇒ (wI¯)
1−θ
1− θ =
βpi
βpi + θ − 1
(
βpi − 1
βpi
)1−θ ((1− τ) · βα−1βα α¯)1−θ
1− θ
⇒ α¯ = wI¯
1− τ
βpi
βpi − 1
βα
βα − 1
(
βpi + θ − 1
βpi
) 1
1−θ
It follows that the fraction of agents entering the innovation sector is:
φ = λ · (1− Fα(α¯)) = λ ·
(
1− τ
wI¯
)βα (βpi − 1
βpi
βα − 1
βα
)βα ( βpi
βpi + θ − 1
) βα
1−θ
. (4)
Aggregate innovation is given by
Φ = ν
βpi − 1
βpi
βα − 1
βα
λ
∫ ∞
α¯
xdFα(x)
∫ ∞
1
ydFpi(y)
= λ · ν
(
βpi − 1
βpi
βα − 1
βα
)βα−1(1− τ
wI¯
)βα−1( βpi
βpi + θ − 1
)βα−1
1−θ
(5)
The expected quality of innovations conditional on inventing is:
E[ν · ri|αi > α¯] = Φ
φ
= ν
βα
βα − 1
βpi
βpi − 1
wI¯
1− τ
(
βpi + θ − 1
βpi
) 1
1−θ
(6)
Comparative Statics. Our goal is to compute elasticities of innovation with respect to tax rates
in two scenarios, holding fixed the fraction of inventors at a given (empirically observed) level: (a)
the case where βpi → ∞ (i.e., there are no stochastic shocks) and (b) the case where βpi → 1 (i.e.,
the skewness of stochastic shocks grows arbitrarily large).
In the first case, we simply compute the elasticities of φ and Φ with respect to the net-of-tax
rate 1− τ around the level of innovation φ0 that prevails when βpi →∞. Using equations (4) and
(5), these elasticities are:
φ,(1−τ) =
dφ
d(1− τ)
1− τ
φ
= βα, (7)
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Φ,(1−τ) =
dΦ
d(1− τ)
1− τ
Φ
= βα − 1. (8)
In the second case, the level of innovation φ converges to 0 as βpi → 1 when θ > 0 because the
expected value of innovation VI falls to 0 as the variance of payoffs grows large holding the mean
payoff fixed. To obtain comparative statistics that are comparable to the first case, we hold the
fraction of inventors fixed at φ0 (the same level as in the first case) by varying the wage in the
non-innovation sector wI¯ as βpi → 1. In particular, we change wI¯ to κ(βpi) · wI¯ as we vary βpi,
choosing the scaling factor κ to keep the fraction of inventors at φ0 as a function of βpi. Formally,
for a given change in skewness from a reference level βBpi to the level of interest βpi, κ(βpi) is chosen
such that the threshold to enter innovation α¯(βpi, κ) = α¯(β
B
pi ), i.e.
κ(βpi) =
βpi − 1
βpi
βBpi
βBpi − 1
(
βpi
βpi + θ − 1
βBpi + θ − 1
βBpi
) 1
1−θ
. (9)
At any given level of βpi, the elasticity of innovation with respect to the net-of-tax rate around the
original fraction of inventors φ0 is:
φ,(1−τ) =
dφ
d(1− τ)
1− τ
φ · ( 1κ)βα = βα · κ(βpi)βα .
When the reference level of skewness βBpi → ∞ (i.e., when wI¯ is adjusted to hold the fraction of
inventors fixed at φ0), the elasticity of innovation w.r.t. 1− τ is:
φ,(1−τ) = βα
(
βpi − 1
βpi
)βα ( βpi
βpi + θ − 1
) βα
1−θ
(10)
Likewise, the elasticity of aggregate innovation (Φ) w.r.t. the net of tax rate (1− τ) is:
Φ,(1−τ) =
dΦ
d(1− τ)
1− τ
Φ · (κ)1−βα = (βα − 1)
(
βpi − 1
βpi
)βα−1( βpi
βpi + θ − 1
)βα−1
1−θ
(11)
Propositions. With these expressions in hand, it is straightforward to establish the propositions
and corollaries in Section VI.
Proof of Proposition 1. (4) and (9) imply dφd(1−τ) = λ ·
βα(1−Fα(α¯0))
(
βpi
βpi−1
)βα(βpi+θ−1
βpi
) βα
1−θ
1−τ ; (5)
and (9) imply dΦd(1−τ) = λ ·
(βα−1)(1−Fα(α¯0))
βα−1
βα
(
βpi
βpi−1
)βα−1(βpi+θ−1
βpi
)βα−1
1−θ
1−τ ; as βpi → ∞, (7) and (8)
establish that φ,(1−τ) → βα and Φ,(1−τ) → βα− 1; as βpi → 1 with θ > 0, (10) and (11) imply that
φ,(1−τ) → 0 and Φ,(1−τ) → 0.
Proof of Proposition 2. (4) implies φ,λ = 1 and (5) implies Φ,λ = 1.
Proof of Corollary 1. (6) implies that E[ν · ri|αi > α¯] is increasing in τ and (4) implies that
φ is declining with τ ; (6) implies that E[ν · ri|αi > α¯] does not vary with λ and (4) implies that φ
is declining with λ.
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Sample: Full
Inventors Inventors Non-inventors Inventors Non-inventors
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Patenting Outcomes
Mean 3.0 1.4 1.3
Median 1.0 1.0 1.0
Std. Dev. 6.5 2.7 2.0
Mean 3.2 2.2 2.1
Median 1.0 1.0 1.0
Std. Dev. 11.1 4.3 3.4
Mean 26.2 1.2 1.3
Median 1.0 0.0 0.0
Std. Dev. 118.1 12.3 8.7
Mean 43.7 27.5 27.7
Std. Dev. 11.5 2.3 2.7
Income in 2012
Mean 111,457 82,902 94,622
Median 83,000 72,000 74,000
Std. Dev. 140,463 91,909 127,712
Mean 147,360 92,665 104,136
Median 100,000 74,000 75,000
Std. Dev. 185,171 114,327 147,924
Mean 183,303 85,992 108,049 47,509
Median 109,000 59,000 66,000 33,000
Std. Dev. 662,669 336,387 208,251 81,607
Attended College at Age 20 86.0% 47.7%
Test Scores
3rd Grade Mean Math Score 1.0 0.1
3rd Grade Mean English Score 0.8 1.0
8th Grade Mean Math Score 1.3 0.2
8th Grade Mean English Score 1.0 0.9
Demographics
Female Share  13.1%  18.5%  49.8%  21.9%  48.8%
White Non-Hispanic Share 44.9% 19.5%
Black Non-Hispanic Share 17.3% 36.0%
Hispanic Share 8.4% 33.7%
Asian Share 27.4% 9.6%
Sample Size 1,200,689 34,973 16,360,910 452 433,863
Patent Citations
 TABLE I
Summary Statistics
Intergenerational New York City School District
Patent Grants
Patent Applications
Age at Application
Individual Wage Earnings ($)
Total Individual Income ($)
Parent Household Income ($)
Notes: This table presents summary statistics for the three samples of inventors and corresponding samples of non-
inventors used in the empirical analysis. We define individuals as inventors if they were listed as an inventor on a patent
application between 2001-2012 or grant between 1996-2014. The full inventors sample (Column 1) includes all inventors
who were linked to the tax data using the procedure described in Online Appendix A. The intergenerational sample consists
of U.S. citizens born in 1980-1984 matched to their parents in the tax data (Columns 2 and 3). The New York City School
District sample includes children in the 1979-1985 birth cohorts who attended New York City public schools at some point
between grades 3-8 and were linked to the tax data (Columns 4 and 5). Citations are measured as total patent citations
between 1996-2014. For individuals with more than one patent application, age at application is the age at a randomly
selected patent application filing. Incomes are measured in 2012. Individual wage earnings is defined as total earnings
reported on an individual's W-2 forms. Individual total income is defined for tax filers as Adjusted Gross Income (as reported
on the 1040 tax return) minus the spouse's W-2 wage earnings (for married filers). For non-filers, total income is defined as
wage earnings. In this table only, wage earnings are top-coded at $1 million and total income is top-coded at $10 million.
Parent income is measured as mean household income (AGI) between 1996-2000. Median income variables are rounded to
the nearest thousand dollars. College attendance at age 20 is measured using 1098-T forms filed by colleges, as in Chetty
et al. (2017). Test scores, which are based on standardized tests administered at the district level, are normalized to have
mean zero and standard deviation one by year and grade. See Section II for further details on sample and variable
definitions.
Patent Rates for Children 
with Parents Below 80th 
Percentile
Patent Rates for Children 
with Parents Above 80th 
Percentile
High vs. Low Income 
Innovation Gap
(1) (2) (3)
Raw Estimates 0.52 1.93 1.41
(0.05) (0.20) (0.21)
0.96 1.93 0.97
(0.07) (0.20) (0.21)
31.2%
TABLE II
Fraction of Gap in Innovation by Parental Income Explained by Differences in 3rd Grade Test Scores
Reweighted to Match 3rd Grade 
Scores of High-Income Children
Notes: This table shows how much of the gap in patent rates by parental income can be explained by 3rd grade math test
scores. The statistics in this table are based on the children in the New York City public schools sample, which consists of
children in the 1979-1985 birth cohorts who attended New York City public schools and were linked to the tax data. We divide
children into two groups: those with parents in the top quintile of the income distribution within the New York City sample ("high-
income children") and all other children in the sample ("low-income children"). We define a child as an inventor if he or she is
listed as an inventor on a patent application between 2001-2012 or grant between 1996-2014 (see Section II.B). The first row of
the table lists the fraction of children who become inventors among low-income (Column 1) and high-income children (Column
2) along with the differences between these two values (Column 3). In the second row of the table, Column 1 shows the patent
rate that low-income children would have if they had the same math test scores as the high-income children. We calculate this
counterfactual rate by dividing the math test score distribution into ventiles (twenty bins) and then calculating the patent rate for
low-income children weighting by the number of high-income children in each of the twenty bins. Column 2 repeats the patent
rates for high-income children, and Column 3 shows the gap between the high-income patent rate and the counterfactual low-
income patent rate in Column 1. This adjusted gap can be interpreted as the difference in patent rates that would remain if test
scores were identical across low- and high-income children. The percentage of the raw gap in innovation explained by 3rd
grade test score is the percentage reduction in the gap from the raw to the reweighted estimates. Standard errors are reported
in parentheses.
Gap in Innovation Explained by 3rd Grade Test Scores:
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Fraction
Inventing
Fraction Inventing
in Patent Category
Fraction Inventing
in Patent 
Sub-Category
Fraction Inventing
in Patent Class
Fraction Inventing
in Patent Class
0.250
(0.028)
0.163
(0.018)
0.155
(0.017)
0.078 0.0598
(0.013) (0.0125)
0.0044
(0.0008)
0.0001
(0.0004)
0.0002
(0.0000)
Fixed Effects None Patent Category Patent 
Sub-Category
Patent Class Patent Class
Unit of Observation Father's Industry Father's Industry 
by Patent 
Category
Father's Industry 
by Patent Sub-
Category
Father's Industry 
by Patent Class
Father's Industry 
by Patent Class
Number of Cells 345   2,415 12,765 153,525 153,525
TABLE III
Exposure to Innovation from Parents' Colleagues: Children's Innovation Rates vs. Patent Rates in Father's Industry
Notes: This table analyzes how a child's propensity to invent is related to patent rates in his or her father's industry. The sample consists of
children in the intergenerational sample (1980-84 birth cohorts) whose parents are not inventors. Each column presents estimates from a
separate OLS regression, with standard errors clustered by industry in parentheses. In Column 1, we regress the share of children who become
inventors among those with fathers in industry j on the patent rate among workers in industry j , with one observation per industry (six digit NAICS
code). We measure the patent rate among workers in each industry as the average number of patents issued to individuals in that industry per
year between 1996-2012 divided by the average number of workers per year (based on W-2 counts) in each industry between 1999-2012.
Column 2 is run at the industry by patent category level. Here, we regress the share of children with fathers in industry j who invent in patent
category c on the share of workers in industry j who have patents in category c . We include patent category fixed effects in this regression to
account for differences in patent rates across categories. Columns 3 and 4 are analogous to Column 2, but use more narrowly defined
categorizations of patent types: patent sub-categories and patent classes. Column 5 replicates Column 4 with three additional controls: the
fraction of inventors in (i) the same sub-category but in a different patent class, (ii) the same category but a different sub-category, and (iii) other
categories. All regressions are weighted by the number of children in each cell. There are 10,213,731 children underlying these regressions, the
set of children in the intergenerational sample whose fathers have a non-missing NAICS code.
Patent Rate in Father's Industry
Patent Rate in Father's Industry 
in Same Category
Patent Rate in Father's Industry 
in Same Sub-Category 
Patent Rate in Father's Industry 
in Same Class 
Patent Rate in Father's Industry 
in Same Sub-Category but Other 
Class
Patent Rate in Father's Industry 
in Same Category but Other Sub-
Category
Patent Rate in Father's Industry 
in Other Category
Dependent Variable:
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 
Fraction
Inventing
Fraction
Inventing
Fraction 
Inventing
in Patent 
Category
Fraction 
Inventing
in Patent 
Category
Fraction 
Inventing
in Patent 
Category
Fraction 
Inventing
in Patent 
Sub-Cat.
Fraction 
Inventing
in Patent 
Class
Fraction 
Inventing
in Patent 
Class
2.932 2.578
(0.417) (0.531)
1.759 1.114 1.722
(0.404) (0.341) (0.406)
1.526
(0.375)
1.108 1.017
(0.181) (0.162)
 0.0003
 (0.0063)
 -0.0015 
 (0.0028)
 0.0054
 (0.0006)
Fixed Effects None Current CZ Category Current CZ by 
Category
 Father's 
NAICS by 
Category 
Sub-
Category
 Class  Class
Unit of observation Childhood CZ Childhood CZ 
by Current CZ 
Childhood CZ 
by Category
Childhood CZ 
by Current CZ 
by Category
Childhood CZ 
by Father's 
NAICS 
by Category
Childhood CZ 
by Sub-Category
Childhood CZ 
by Patent 
Class
Childhood CZ 
by Patent Class
Number of Cells 741 221,621 5,187 1,551,347 1,637,706  27,417 329,745  329,745
TABLE IV
Neighborhood Exposure Effects: Children's Innovation Rates vs. Patent Rates in Childhood Commuting Zone
Notes: This table analyzes how a child's propensity to invent is related to patent rates in his or her childhood commuting zone. The sample consists of children
in the intergenerational sample (1980-84 birth cohorts) whose parents are not inventors. Each child is assigned a childhood CZ based on the ZIP code from
which their parents first claimed them as dependents. Each column presents estimates from a separate OLS regression, with standard errors clustered by CZ
in parentheses. In Column 1, we regress the share of children who become inventors among those who grow up in CZ j on the patent rate among workers in
CZ j , with one observation per CZ. We measure the patent rate among workers in each CZ as the average number of patents issued per year (in the full
USPTO data) to individuals in a given CZ between 1980 and 1990 divided by the CZ's population between the ages of 15-64 in the 1990 Census. Column 2 is
run at the childhood CZ by current CZ level, limiting the sample to children whose current (2012) CZ differs from their childhood CZ. Here, we regress the share
of inventors in each cell on the patent rate in the childhood CZ and on fixed effects for the 2012 CZ, so that the coefficient on childhood CZ patent rates is
identified from comparisons across individuals currently living in the same CZ. Column 3 is run at the childhood CZ by patent category level. Here, we regress
the share of children from CZ j who invent in patent category c on the share of workers in CZ j who have patents in category c . We include patent category
fixed effects in this regression to account for differences in patent rates across categories. Column 4 replicates Column 2 at the category level, limiting the
sample to children who move and estimating the model at the childhood CZ by current CZ by category level, with current CZ by category fixed effects. In
Column 5, we include all children and replace the CZ by category fixed effects with fixed effects for the father's industry by category, estimating the model at the
childhood CZ by father's industry by category level. This specification isolates variation from one's neighbors that is orthogonal to the variation from parents'
colleagues. Columns 6 and 7 are analogous to Column 3 but use more narrowly defined categorizations of patent types: patent sub-categories and patent
classes. Column 8 replicates Column 7 with three additional controls: the fraction of inventors in (i) the same sub-category but in a different patent class, (ii) the
same category but a different sub-category, and (iii) other categories. All regressions are weighted by the number of children in each cell. There are
approximately 15.5 million children underlying the regressions in Columns 1, 3, 6, 7 and 8. Columns 2 and 4 are based on the subset of 5.4 million individuals
who moved across CZs. Column 5 includes the 10.2 million children whose fathers have non-missing NAICS codes.
Patent Rate in Childhood 
CZ 
Patent Rate in Same 
Category in Childhood 
CZ 
Patent Rate in Same 
Sub-Category in 
Childhood CZ 
Patent Rate in Same 
Technology Class in 
Childhood CZ 
Patent Rate in Same 
Sub-Category, but 
Different Technology 
Class in Childhood CZ
Patent Rate in Different 
Category of Childhood 
CZ
Patent Rate in Same 
Category, but Different 
Sub-Category in 
Childhood CZ
Dependent Variable:
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Fraction 
Inventing in 
CZ
Fraction of 
Women 
Inventing
Fraction of Men 
Inventing
Fraction of Women 
Inventing in Patent 
Category
Fraction of Men 
Inventing in Patent 
Category
0.986
(0.145)
2.408 -0.356 2.232 -2.157 
(1.265) (4.398) (0.607) (1.300)
0.174 1.784 0.102 1.693
(0.154) (0.625) (0.062) (0.295)
Fixed Effects None None None Category Category
Unit of Observation Childhood CZ Childhood CZ Childhood CZ Childhood CZ 
by Category
Childhood CZ 
by Category
Number of Cells 741 741 741 5,188 5,188
0.113 0.667 0.001 0.015
TABLE V
Gender-Specific Exposure Effects: Children's Innovation Rates vs. Innovation Rates by Gender in Childhood CZ
Innovation Rate of Women 
in Childhood CZ
Innovation Rate of Men 
in Childhood CZ
Notes: This table analyzes how a child's propensity to invent is related to the innovation rates of adults of the same gender in his or her
childhood commuting zone (CZ). The sample consists of children in the intergenerational sample (1980-84 birth cohorts) whose parents are not
inventors. Each column presents estimates from a separate OLS regression, with standard errors clustered by CZ in parentheses. Column 1
replicates the specification in Column 1 of Table IV, except that here we define the independent variable using the linked patent-tax data rather
than just the patent data, since we do not observe gender in the patent data itself. Specifically, we define the innovation rate for workers in CZ j 
as the total number of patent applications filed by individuals born before 1980 in our full inventors sample divided by the number of individuals
between ages 15 and 64 in CZ j in the 1990 Census. We convert this measure to an annual rate by dividing by 17, as we observe patents
between 1996-2012. In Column 2, we regress the fraction of girls from CZ j who become inventors on the patent rates of female and male
workers in CZ j . Column 3 replicates Column 2 using the share of boys who become inventors as the dependent variable. The regression in
column 4 is run at the childhood CZ by patent category level. Here, we regress the share of girls from CZ j who invent in patent category c on
the share of male and female workers in CZ j who have patents in category c . We include patent category fixed effects in this regression to
account for differences in patent rates across categories. Columns 5 replicates Column 4 using the share of boys who become inventors as the
dependent variable. All regressions are weighted by the number of children in each cell. The last row of the table reports p-values from F-tests
for equality of the coefficients on male and female innovation rates in each regression. There are 15,499,290 individuals underlying each of the
regressions.
Innovation Rate 
in Childhood CZ
Dependent variable:
p-value from F-test for Equality 
of Coefficients
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
     0.85***      0.85***      0.91***    11.07***      8.08***
(0.09) (0.13) (0.13) (0.36) (0.46)
     0.68*** 0.05 0.08    10.19***      4.15***
(0.09) (0.11) (0.12) (0.34) (0.42)
Fixed Effects None None None
English 
Ventile
Math 
Ventile
None None None
Mean of Dependent 
Variable
0.83 0.86 0.86 0.86 0.86 9.68 9.72 9.84
Observations 222,369 214,265 209,722 209,722 209,722 165,422 161,275 158,016
Notes: This table examines the extent to which third grade test scores are predictive of patent rates and upper-tail earnings
outcomes. The sample in columns 1-5 consists of children in the 1979-1985 birth cohorts who attended New York City public
schools in 3rd grade and were linked to the tax data. The sample in columns 6-8 consists of children who appear in both the NYC
school district and intergenerational samples (1980-84 birth cohorts). Each column shows the coefficients and robust standard
errors (in parentheses) from a separate OLS regression run at the student level; *** denotes p < 0.001. In Columns 1-5, the
dependent variable is an indicator for being an inventor, defined as applying for a patent between 2001-2012 or being granted a
patent between 1996-2014. In columns 6-8, it is an indicator for being in the top 1% of the individual income distribution in 2012
when compared to other individuals in the same birth cohort in the NYC school district sample. The dependent variables in each
column are math and English test scores in 3rd grade. Test scores, which are based on standardized tests administered at the
district level, are normalized to have mean zero and standard deviation one by year and grade. In Columns 4 and 5, we control for
English and math scores non-parametrically using ventile fixed effects (20 bins) rather than a linear control. In all columns,
coefficients are scaled so that they can be interpreted as the effect of a 1 SD change in test scores on the number of individuals
per 1,000 who have the relevant outcome.
Inventor (per 1,000 Individuals)
In Top 1% of Income
Distribn. (per 1,000 Individuals)
APPENDIX TABLE I
Association Between Patent Rates and Upper-Tail Incomes with 3rd grade Math vs. English Test Scores
Dependent Variable:
3rd Grade 
Math Score (SD)
3rd Grade 
English Score (SD)
Patent Rates for Women Patent Rates for Men Gender Gap
(1) (2) (3)
Raw Estimates 0.43 1.13 0.70
(0.06) (0.09) (0.11)
0.45 1.13 0.68
(0.06) (0.09) (0.11)
  2.4%
Grade
Percent of Innovation Gap 
Explained by Math Test 
Scores in Grade g
3 2.4%
(0.4)   
4 2.4%
(0.3)   
5 3.4%
(0.4)   
6 4.6%
(0.5)   
7 6.8%
(0.8)   
8 8.5%
(1.0)   
Slope: 1.3   
(0.2)   
B. Percent of Gap Explained by Test Scores Grades 3-8
APPENDIX TABLE II
Fraction of Gender Gap in Innovation Explained by Differences in Test Scores
A. Percent of Innovation Gap Explained by 3rd Grade Math Test Scores
Notes: This table shows how much of the gender gap in patent rates can be explained by test scores using the New York City 
school district sample. Panel A is constructed in exactly the same way as Table II, comparing girls with boys instead of low-income 
children with high-income children. Panel B presents estimates of the gender gap in innovation that can be explained by test 
scores in grades 3-8, analogous to the estimates in Figure V.  The slope estimate reported at the bottom is estimated using an 
OLS regression of the six estimates on grade.
Reweighted to Match 3rd Grade 
Scores of Men
Gap in Innovation Explained by 3rd Grade Test Scores:
Technology Class (= 375) Distance Rank (d )
Pulse or Digital Communications 0
Demodulators 1
Modulators 2
Coded Data Generation or Conversion 3
Electrical Computers: Arithmetic 
Processing and Calculating
4
Oscillators 5
Multiplex Communications 6
Telecommunications 7
Amplifiers 8
Motion Video Signal Processing for 
Recording or Reproducing
9
Directive Radio Wave Systems and 
Devices (e.g., Radar, Radio Navigation)
10
Sub-category: Communications
Category: Computers + Communications
APPENDIX TABLE III
Distance Between Technology Classes: Illustrative Example
Notes: This table provides an example of our measures of distance between technology classes.
We define the distance between two technology classes A and B by computing the share of
inventors in class A who also invent in class B; the higher the share of common inventors, the
lower the distance between A and B. We convert this distance metric to an ordinal measure,
defining d=0 for the own class, d=1 for the next nearest class, etc. The table lists the 10 closest
classes to the "Pulse or Digital Communtications" class, which falls within the Communications
subcategory of the Computers + Communications category.
FIGURE I: Patent Rates vs. Parent Income
A. All Inventors by 2014
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Notes: This figure characterizes the relationship between patent rates and parental income using our intergenerational analysis
sample, which consists of U.S. citizens in the 1980-84 birth cohorts (see Section II.B for details). Panel A plots the number
of children (per 1,000 individuals) who invent by 2014 vs. their parents’ income percentile. Parents are assigned percentile
ranks by ranking them based on their mean household income from 1996 to 2000 relative to other parents with children in the
same birth cohort. Inventing by 2014 is defined as being listed as an inventor on a patent application between 2001-2012 or
grant between 1996-2014 (see Section II.B). Panel B replicates Panel A, defining the outcome as being a highly-cited inventor,
defined as having total citations in the top 5% of the distribution among inventors in the same birth cohort.
FIGURE II: Patent Rates by Race and Ethnicity
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Notes: This figure presents patent rates by race and ethnicity using our New York City public schools sample, which consists
of children in the 1979-1985 birth cohorts who attend NYC public schools at some point between grades 3-8. Each bar plots
the number of children (per 1,000 individuals) who invent by 2014, as defined in the notes to Figure I. In each triplet, the first
bar shows the raw patent rate for the relevant subgroup. The second bar plots the patent rate that would prevail if children in
the relevant subgroup had the same distribution of parental income as white children. To construct these estimates, we divide
children into 20 bins based on their parental incomes and compute mean patent rates across the 20 bins, weighting each bin
by the fraction of white children with incomes in that bin. The third bar in each triplet shows the patent rate that would
prevail if children in the relevant subgroup had the same distribution of 3rd grade math test scores as white children. These
estimates are constructed by dividing children into 20 bins based on their test scores and computing mean patent rates across
the 20 bins, weighting each bin by the fraction of white children with test scores in that bin.
FIGURE III: Percentage of Female Inventors by Birth Cohort
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Notes: This figure plots the percentage of inventors who are female by year of birth using our full inventors sample, which
consists of all 1.2 million individuals in the linked patent-tax data. Inventing is defined as being listed as an inventor on
a patent application between 2001-2012 or grant between 1996-2014 (see Section II.B for details). The change per year is
estimated using an unweighted OLS regression of the percentage of female inventors on birth year, depicted by the solid line.
The standard error from this regression is shown in parentheses.
FIGURE IV: Patent Rates vs. 3rd Grade Math Test Scores
A. By Parental Income
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Notes: This figure shows the relationship between patent rates and math test scores in 3rd grade for various subgroups. The
sample consists of children in the 1979-1985 birth cohorts who attended New York City public schools in 3rd grade. Test
scores, which are based on standardized tests administered at the district level, are normalized to have mean zero and standard
deviation one by year and grade. In Panel A, we divide children into two groups based on whether their parents’ incomes
fall below the 80th percentile of the income distribution of parents’ income in the New York City schools sample. The figure
presents a binned scatter plot of patent rates vs. test scores for these two subgroups. To construct the figure, we first divide
children into 20 equal sized bins (ventiles) based on their test scores. We then plot the share of inventors (per 1000 individuals)
vs. the mean test score within each bin for each of the two subgroups. Panel B and C replicate Panel A, dividing children by
their race and ethnicity (Panel B) and gender (Panel C) instead of parental income. We use 10 bins rather than 20 bins of
test scores in Panel B because of smaller sample sizes for some racial and ethnic groups. The vertical dashed lines depict the
90th percentile of the test-score distribution.
FIGURE V: Gap in Patent Rates by Parental Income Explained by Test Scores in Grades 3-8
Slope: 3.20%
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Notes: This figure shows how much of the gap in patent rates by parental income can be explained by math test scores in
grades 3-8. The sample consists of children in our New York City public schools sample (birth cohorts 1979-1985), whom we
divide into two groups: those with parents in the top quintile of the income distribution within the New York City sample
(“high-income children”) and all other children in the sample (“low-income children”). The gap in innovation explained by
math test scores in grade g is the percentage reduction in the gap in innovation when we reweight low-income students’ grade
g test score distribution to match that of high-income students. Table II illustrates how we construct this estimate using 3rd
grade test scores (31.2%); estimates for later grades use the same methodology. The slope and best-fit line are estimated using
an unweighted OLS regression on the six points, with standard error reported in parentheses.
FIGURE VI: Children’s Patent Rates vs. Class-Level Patent Rates in Childhood Environment
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C. Effects of Class-Level Patent Rates in Childhood CZ
by Technological Distance
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Notes: This figure shows how children’s propensities to patent in a technology class vary with the class in which their father
(Panel A), father’s colleagues (Panel B), or childhood neighbors (Panel C) patented. In Panel A, the sample consists of all
children in our intergenerational sample whose fathers are inventors (those who applied for a patent between 2001-2012 or
were granted a patent between 1996-2014) and who were not listed as co-inventors on a patent with their fathers. To construct
Panel A, we first assign fathers and children a technology class based on the class in which they have the most patents and
patent applications. We then define the distance between two technology classes A and B based on the share of inventors in
class A who also invent in class B. Using this distance metric, for each child, we define d = 0 as the class in which his or her
father patents, d = 1 as the next closest class, etc. We then plot the share of children (per 1,000 individuals) who invent in a
technology class that is d units away from their father’s class. Classes in which fewer than 100 inventors have a patent grant
or application between 1996-2014 are omitted. In Panels B and C, the sample consists of all children in our intergenerational
sample whose parents are not inventors. Each bar in Panel B plots estimates from a separate regression, with one observation
per father’s industry (six digit NAICS code) and patent technology class. In the first bar, we regress the fraction of children
who patent in technology class c among those with fathers in industry j on the patent rate among workers in industry j in
the same technology class c. We measure the class-level patent rate among workers in each industry as the average number
of patents in class c issued to individuals in that industry per year (between 1996-2012) divided by the average number of
workers per year in each industry between 1999-2012. In the second bar, we regress the same dependent variable on the mean
patent rate in the father’s industry in the 10 closest classes (d = 1 to 10). The third bar uses the average patent rate in
classes with d = 11 to 20, etc. All regressions are weighted by the number of children in each cell and include class level fixed
effects for class c. Panel C replicates Panel B, replacing patent rates in the father’s industry with patent rates of workers in
the CZ where the child grew up. CZ-level patent rates are defined as the average number of patents issued in class c per year
to individuals from a given CZ between 1980-1990 divided by the CZ’s population between ages 15-64 in the 1990 Census.
FIGURE VII: The Origins of Inventors: Patent Rates by Childhood Commuting Zone
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Notes: Panel A maps the share of children who become inventors by the commuting zone (CZ) in which they grew up using
our intergenerational sample (U.S. citizens in the 1980-84 birth cohorts). Each child is assigned a CZ based on ZIP code from
which their parents filed their 1040 tax return in the year they were first claimed as dependents (which is typically 1996, as our
data begin in 1996). The map is constructed by dividing the CZ into unweighted deciles based on patent rates, with darker
shades representing areas where more children grow up to become inventors. Data for CZs with fewer than 1,000 children,
which account for 0.3% of the children in the sample, are omitted. Panel B lists the CZs with the ten highest and lowest
shares of inventors per thousand children among the 100 CZs with the largest populations in the 2000 Census.
FIGURE VIII: Children’s Patent Rates vs. Patent Rates of Workers in their Childhood CZ
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Notes: The figure plots the patent rates of children who grow up in a given CZ (constructed exactly as in Figure VII) vs.
the patent rates of workers who live in that CZ. Patent rates of workers in each CZ are defined as the average number of
patents per year issued to inventors residing in that CZ between 1980-1990 (based on the universe of USPTO data) divided
by the CZ’s population between the ages of 15-64 in the 1990 Census. We restrict the figure to the 100 CZs with the largest
populations. The solid best-fit line is estimated using an unweighted OLS regression on these 100 observations (slope = 4.22,
standard error = 0.40).
FIGURE IX: Geographical Variation in Gender Gaps in Patent Rates
A. Percent of Inventors who are Female by State where Child Grew Up
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Notes: Panel A maps the percentage of female inventors by the state in which they grew up using our intergenerational sample
(U.S. citizens in the 1980-84 birth cohorts). Each child is assigned a state based on ZIP code from which their parents filed
their 1040 tax return in the year they were first claimed as dependents (which is typically 1996, as our data begin in 1996).
The map is constructed by dividing the states into unweighted quintiles based on the female inventor share, with darker shades
representing areas where women account for a larger share of inventors. Panel B lists the commuting zones (CZs) with the
ten highest and lowest female inventor shares among the 100 CZs with the largest populations in the 2000 Census.
FIGURE X: Patent Rates by College
A. Colleges with the Highest Share of Inventors per Student
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B. Patent Rates vs. Parent Income in the 10 Most Innovative Colleges
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Notes: This figure presents data on the share of students who become inventors by 2014 (as defined in the notes to Figure I)
by the college they attend. The sample consists of all individuals in the tax data in the 1980-84 birth cohorts who are linked
to parents. Children are assigned to the college that they attend most frequently at age 19-22, following the methodology of
Chetty et al. (2017). Panel A lists the ten colleges that have the highest fraction of students who become inventors, among
colleges with at least 500 students per cohort. This figure is produced from the college-level estimates in Online Data Table
12 of Chetty et al. (2017). These college-level estimates are blurred to protect confidentiality using the procedure in Chetty et
al. (2017, Appendix C). Panel B presents a binned scatterplot of patent rates vs. parental income for students who attended
the 10 colleges listed in Panel A. It is constructed by binning parent income into 20 equal-sized bins (ventiles) and plotting
the mean share of inventors (per 1000 students) vs. the mean parent rank in the national income distribution within each
bin. There are fewer points on the left because there are fewer students from low-income families than high-income families
at these colleges.
FIGURE XI: Inventors’ Incomes vs. Patent Citations
Slope : 1.468
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Notes: This figure presents a binned scatter plot of average annual income between ages 40 and 50 vs. the total number of
citations an inventor obtains. The sample consists of individuals in our full inventors sample who were born in 1959-62, for
whom we observe income at all ages between 40 and 50. We further limit the sample to the 13,875 individuals who applied for
a patent in 1996 to maximize the time horizon over which we can measure future citations. This plot is constructed by dividing
citations into 21 bins and plotting mean income vs. mean citations within each bin. The first 19 bins include inventors in
the first 19 ventiles (5% bins) of the citations distribution, while the last two bins plot the same relation for the 95th to 98th
percentiles and the 99th percentile of the citation distribution. The best fit line and slope shown on the figure are estimated
using an OLS regression on the 21 points, weighted by the number of inventors in each bin. The standard error of the slope
estimate is reported in parentheses.
FIGURE XII: Age Profile of Innovation
A. Age Distribution of Individuals who Patent in 2000
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C. Fraction of Workers with Highly-Cited Patents, by Age
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Notes: This figure examines the age distribution of inventors. The sample consists of individuals in our full inventors sample
who applied for a patent in 2000 that was subsequently granted. Panel A presents a kernel density of the age distribution of
these inventors. Panel B plots the fraction of workers (individuals with positive W-2 earnings) who patent in 2000 by age.
Panel C plots the fraction of workers who filed a patent application in 2000 that went on to become highly-cited (in the top
5% of the distribution). The curves in Panels B and C are cubic splines.
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FIGURE XIII: Income Profiles of Inventors
A. Median Income by Age
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B. Event Study of Income Distributions Around Patent Application
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Notes: This figure plots the income profiles of inventors before and after they file patent applications using all individuals
for whom the relevant data is available in our full inventors sample. Income is measured as total income (including wage
earnings and capital income) at the individual level; see Section II.C for details. Panel A plots the median incomes by age of
inventors who file a patent application at either age 30, 40, or 50 over the range of ages for which their incomes are observed
(between 1996-2012). Panel B generalizes this analysis using an event study framework, defining year 0 as the year in which an
individual files a patent application and other years relative to this reference year (e.g., +1 is the year after the application).
In this figure, we limit the sample to individuals who file patent applications between ages 35 and 50. For individuals who
file multiple patents in this age window, we choose one of the patents at random to define the reference year. We plot the
mean and median (left y axis) and 99th percentile (right y axis) of the income distribution of inventors in each year relative to
the event year. Panel C replicates the median income series in Panel B, separating inventors into three groups: those whose
patent applications were not granted; those whose applications were granted; and those with patents granted that went on to
have citations in the top 5% of the distribution relative to other patents granted in the same year.
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FIGURE XIV: Income and Citations of Inventors by Characteristics at Birth
A. Mean Income
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Notes: Panel A plots the mean incomes of inventors in 2012 by their parents’ income, race/ethnicity, and gender. The first
pair of bars uses our intergenerational sample (1980-84 birth cohorts), divided into two subgroups based on whether parents’
household income is below or above the 80th percentile of the parent income distribution. The second pair of bars uses our
New York City schools sample, divided into two subgroups based on race and ethnicity: minorities (Blacks and Hispanics)
and non-Minorities. The third pair of bars uses our full inventors sample, divided by gender. The vertical lines depict 95%
confidence intervals. Panel B replicates Panel A using the fraction of highly-cited inventors as the outcome. Highly-cited
inventors are defined as inventors whose patents have citations per co-author in the top 5% of the distribution among those
in their birth cohort.
FIGURE XV: Predicted Impacts of Tax Rates on Innovation
A. Forecastable Returns
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B. Stochastic Returns
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Notes: This figure plots the fraction of inventors (φ) and aggregate quality-weighted innovation (Φ) vs. the tax rate on
inventors’ earnings predicted by the model of career choice in Section VI. Panel A considers the case where the variation
in private financial returns to innovation is driven purely by differences in ability across inventors and hence is perfectly
forecastable at the time of career choice. Panel B considers the case where the variance in private returns come primarily
from stochastic shocks, with a coefficient of relative risk aversion θ = 0 (linear utility) or 1 (log utility). The shape parameters
for the Pareto distributions of stochastic returns and innovation abilities, denoted βpi and βα in the model, are chosen such
that the inventors’ earnings distribution generated by the model matches the Pareto shape parameter of 1.26 estimated
using inventors’ empirical earnings distribution in Online Appendix Figure VI, i.e. such that βpi
βpi−1
βα
βα−1 =
1.26
1.26−1 . In Panel B,
stochastic returns account for 90% of total skewness in inventors’ earnings, i.e. s ≡
(
βpi
βpi−1 − 1
)
/
(
βα
βα−1 − 1 +
βpi
βpi−1 − 1
)
= 0.9.
In each series, the level of innovation is normalized to 100% when the tax rate is 0. The normalized values are invariant to
the other parameters of the model (wI¯ , λ, and θ in Panel A).
ONLINE APPENDIX FIGURE I: Patent Rates vs. Parent Income: Sensitivity Analysis
A. Probability of Inventing between Ages 30 and 40
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B. Alternative Measures of Innovation
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Notes: This figure replicates Figure Ia using alternative samples and definitions. Panel A uses data from the 1971-72 birth
cohorts in the Statistics of Income sample, a 0.1% sample of tax returns (see Section II.B for details). This sample allows us
to examine whether an individual filed a patent application or was granted a patent between the ages of 30 and 40, rather
than just by their early thirties as in Figure Ia. Given the smaller sample size, we plot mean patent rates between the ages
of 30-40 by parent ventile (20 bins) rather than percentiles in this figure. In Panel B, the series in circles replicates Figure Ia
exactly, where inventors are defined as those who applied for a patent between 2001-2012 or were granted a patent between
1996-2014. The other two series in that figure show the fraction of individuals who applied for patents and the fraction who
were granted patents separately. Panel C replicates the baseline series in Figure Ia (plotting the fraction of inventors) using
the subset of children in the New York City public schools sample. In this figure, we rank parents within the NYC sample
based on their household incomes and plot the fraction of children who become inventors by 2014 by parent income ventiles.
ONLINE APPENDIX FIGURE II:
Fraction of Children with Incomes in Upper Tail vs. Parent Income
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Notes: This figure replicates Figure I, replacing the outcome variable with an indicator for having mean individual income in
2011-12 in either the top 1% or top 5% of the income distribution among individuals in the same birth cohort. The sample is
our intergenerational sample, which includes U.S. citizens in the 1980-84 birth cohorts.
ONLINE APPENDIX FIGURE III: Distribution of Math Test Scores in 3rd Grade
A. By Parental Income
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Notes: These figures present kernel densities of 3rd grade math test scores for children in the 1979-1985 birth cohorts who
attended New York City public schools. Test scores, which are based on standardized tests administered at the district level,
are normalized to have mean zero and standard deviation one by year and grade. In Panel A, we divide children into two
groups based on whether their parents’ incomes fall below the 80th percentile of the income distribution of parents’ income in
the New York City schools sample. Panel B compares boys and girls.
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ONLINE APPENDIX FIGURE IV: Female Inventor Share and Gender Stereotype Adherence
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Notes: This figure plots the share of inventors who are female vs. Pope and Syndor’s (2010) gender stereotype adherence
index by state. Female inventor shares are taken directly from Figure IXa; see notes to that figure for details. The stereotype
adherence index is computed as S = (Nm,math&science/Nf,math&science+Nf,reading/Nm,reading)/2, where Ng,s denotes the number
of students of gender g∈ {m, f} who score among the top 5% of students in their state in subject s ∈ {math & science, reading}
in 8th grade. The index S measures the degree to which students adhere to the typical gender stereotype that boys do better
at math/science and girls do better in reading; higher values represent greater adherence to this stereotype. The solid best-fit
line is estimated using an unweighted OLS regression (slope = -4.49, standard error = 1.42).
ONLINE APPENDIX FIGURE V: Inventors’ Income Distribution
p50 = $114k p95 = $497 p99 = $1.6m
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Notes: This figure plots a kernel density of the distribution of inventors’ income, measured as mean annual income over ages
40-50 in 2012 dollars. Income is measured at the individual level and includes both labor and capital income. The sample
consists of all individuals in our full inventors sample born between the ages of 1959-1962, for whom we see income at all
ages between 40 and 50. For scaling purposes, the top and bottom percentiles of the distribution are omitted. The dashed
lines mark the median, 95th percentile, and 99th percentile of the distribution.
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